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COMPLETE COVERAGE EVERY WEEK
OF ALL C.'.....LOWAY COUNTY NEWS

Calloway Exceeds Quota For Red Cross
Drive; Contributions Being Received

EDS
rs

Fenton Ra sdale Letter C
Returning Soldiers
Give Reports,
Dear Mrs. Hart:
, Praise Workers
.1 have noticed since our boys

365-.)

swooN

who are wounded have begun
Calloway-COunty exceeds-1n 'I
'-ice"-reinin, we people i fathers,
Red Cross quota in record time,
mothecs, brothers, sisters ant
Many more contributors, however'.
friends) try to express our symare still be heard from and the Red
pathy and appreriation by quesCross Drive will not end until all
tioning them about their. belief
have the opportunity to contribute
wounded__how? when? where?
to this year's fund, according te H.
and
most every conceivable
J. Fenton, chairman, and Dewey
question one can think of.
Ragsdale, county chairman.
These boys, it seems to me,
The two chairmen made the folwould much rather nut be aplowing comments in an intervieW
proached that way. I am not
Wednesday:
saying that the boys don't apLast year Calloway County raispreciate our interest in them.
ed $13.156.60, and we hope to, at
knoa they do, but couldn't we
least, do as well this year.
express it in some other way.
_The enthusiasm shown by everyother than bring back to me,monesincluding contributors and Red
ory those awful moments, hours
Cross workers alike, has been most
and days?
gratifying. Many unsolicited donaMany boys write back that
tions have been received through
they will have lots to forget.
the mails and the banks. This we
Why can't NI in some way help
believe, more than anything else.
them to forget those trying exindicates that -we all have a fuller
periences! •
realization of the service that the
Last week I saw one of the
American Red Cross is rendering
mounded boys surrounded by a
both at home and in foreign lands
group of people. re ho desired,
for relief of, Our soldiers suffering
I Am sure, to express their symfrom the torments of war, helping
pathy.
Their questions, and
toward allaying G. I. Joe's worries
stories of %\hiat they had heard
about domestic problems, supplysoon began to affect his coming clubs and recreation centers
posure. He immediately left the
taygreees, as well as_ giving aid and
grump viithout giving any reaasitistance in stricken and flooded
son.
areal in this country.
I knom of another mounded
As part of its program of serboy being asked if he uouldn't
vice to our armed forces and aid to
like to tell all about %hat he
civilians . of war-torn Allied • nations. the American Red Cross has. saw and knees while on the
front? His ansvrer was sNo"l
18.000.000
provided
more
than
Another bey was asked. "Did
knitted articles. And, in addition,
you kill any Germans!"
He
members of the Junior Red Cross
dropped his head for a moment
have supplied afghans and knitted
and answered but it seemed to
bed socks as part of the 12.000,000
pain him very much.
comfort articles they have produced
Such
questions as these it
for use by American servicemen.
Seems to me may cause our
Both the senior and junior memboys' much discomfort and 'sill
bership of the American Red Cross
htnder their mental progress to
Ii dependent upon your support
normal
e
for continuation of the Red Cross
We Olt e a great responsiprogram of which the production of
bility to these boys in &orbiting
these knitted article's is an importhem to forget.
tant part. , Foreign war relief shipIt is our job to help them, as
ments by and through the Amerineat sac can to get hack to norcan Red Cross last year totalled in
maicy.
value more than $110.000.000, and
Even though they have lost
lereturied medical supplies, food and
a leg, an arm, an eye or hand
elotherg in addition to the knitted
articles. For the benefit of our
or have other permanent inAmerican
armed forces and the
juries let Os sympathize in the
right wars Don't pity them for
Red Cross last year maintained
overseas over 700 clubs, rest homes
they mill resent it.
and recreation centers and nearly
A SUBSCRIBER
200 clubmobiles. Of the more than
7,000 American Red Cross workers
new overseas many serve at camps
and hospitals where Red Crossproduced knitted articles are disMr. and Mrs. lie Filbeek on
tributed.
Your contribution to the 1945 Red the birth of a son. on March 15,
Cross War Fund will help the Red Mr. Filbeck is in the army.
Crrais carry on this pregram of serMr. and Mis. R. L. Mott, a
ves* during the coming year. Give daughter on March 19.
now!
Me.and Mrs. Paul Evans. a son.
on March 20.
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I Iie Pin Everyone
Should Know

The picture above is an Olustealion of the service discharge pin
that is being worn by men and
women who have been given an
honorable discharge.
Heretofore
the pin has been referred to as
"the Emblem Nobody Knows", but
this paper and the business meta
are striving to make it -the Emblem Thai Everybody Knows".
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Calloway Tobacco
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Lt.-and Mrs. WeIls
Overbey Arrive,
In Murray
A-telegram was received Tuesday
from Lt. and Mrs. Wells Overbey
saying "Meet us 5 pm. in Paris
Wednesday with car and pillow—
& ambulance. Tell mother to
have turnip greens cooked."
Lt. and Mrs. _Overbey were injured ,in an automobile accident
on the night of January 28 just outside of New York City. Since that
time Mrs. Overbey has been a
patient at the Medical Center in
Jersey City. N J. while Lieutenant Overbey has been in the Navy
Hospital in Brooklyn. Their many
-friends are delighted to welcome
them home, and wish for them a
speedy convalescence.

Windsor Quits As
Bahamas Ruler

Elmo Tinsley, M M. 1-c. -and"
Ruth
Dark Fired t,obai-co Mrs. Tinsley. . the former
the Murray market ford Lakeman of Boston. Mass, are the 4
the season of the l44 crop ending ,parents of a daughter, Patricia Ran.
-March 16, -including Lepage Floor who was burn on January 25,', 4945
sales and advances made by the in Sornerville. Mass. Mr. and Mrs.
Western Dark Fired Growers As- Charles I. Tinsley of I.ynn Grove
6,575,345 areethe peternal grand-parent
sociation
amounted to
pounds averaging $2238
Pvt, and Mrs. R. L. Ellison anconservatively estimated nounce. the birth of a daughter,
it is
that around one and a quarter_ Naketa, on March 18 at the Keysmillion pounds were purchand Houston Clinic, weight 7 pounds
direct from farmers at the 'barns and' 2 ounces. Pvt. Ellison is With
by contract dealers, making total the lit army in England. Mrs.
pounds handled - on the Murray Ellison is the fernier Miss Marimarket around 7,800.000 pounds &- anna Carter, daughter of Mr. and
turning to growers in the Murray Mrs. Ivan Carter. The new baby
area approximately 81.800.000.
is the great grand-daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. I. T. Crawford, the first
great grand-child they have to
boast of.
-s
•
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Farm .Machinery
Repair School Is
Being Held Here

NTh
!81

:7446

rpoltuh
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W. H. Brooks is supervising a
school
machinery repair
farm
which is being held at A. C. Hall's
shop on Depot Set, The school
meets on Monday. Wednesday and
Friday nights, and -will continue for
four more Weeks.
Farmers are invited to bring tools
and any farm machinery that needs
repair, and -they will work uneter
the supervision of Mr. Hall, instructor.

•
London. March 16 - The Duke of
Weedeer hag resigned as Governor
arid essinmander-in-chief of the Eta;
hamas. effective April 30. and he
and the Duchess probably will
make their home in the United
States or France.
The former British monarch became Governor of the Bahamas
August 7, 1940, after serving briefly as liaison officer between pritish and French armies in France
His term would have expired next
August 17.
It was understood that Windsor
told his brother, King George VI,
several months ago that he would
like to resi&n this spring, and that
the king a day or two ago signed
the papers authorizing him to do
SO.

It was said the Duke felt that the
semitropical climate of the Bahamas was bad for the health of
the Duchess, for whom he gave up
the British throne in 1936.
•
MURRAY HIGH MEETS RED
CROSS QUOTA—CAPLLNGER ,
—
_
According to an announceffeiST
made by W. J Caplinger last
wee k, every class in Murray High
school, from the first through the
twelfth griide, had reached its
quota in the Red Cross drive.

GIRL SCOUTS TO HAVE LAKE CAMP;
REPRESENTATIVES MEET HERE MON.

\

Passible sites for. a Girl Scout
camp on Kentucky Lake near here
were discussed by committees and
officials from Paducah. Murray,
Lynn
Hopkinsville, Fulton and
Grove at an area camp meeting
Monday at the Murray Woman's
Club house.
Mrs. Frank Murray. national field
advisor for the Girl Scouts of
LyikiN oftovIr. LADIES TO
Kentucky, Lexington. was in charge
SERVE DINNER FOURTH
Miss.- Fanchon
of the meeting.
MONDAY. MARCH 28
Hamilton. Cleveland Ohio, national
Hetet advisnr on carriping; R. -H.
The ladies of the Lynn -Groves Douglas, TVA administrative ofMethodist choreal will serve din- ficer, Paris, Tenn., and Mrs. Perce
riSsr • on Fourth Monday, March 26, Clement, Paducah committee memin the basement of the First Meth- ber, discussed phases of selecting
odist church. Patrons are assured 'suitable ,sites,, for Girl Seoul, camps.
Miss Ell Weihing: dean of woof a delicious, chicken dinner with
men at Mufiay State tollege, serv•• all the trimmings.

41-

Mrs. Osier Graham, widow of
the late Win. B. Graham, died Friday'evening it 7:30 o'clock at the
Keys'Houston Clinic where she
had been carried following a heart
attack suffered Friday morning at
-the home of her son. Foremen
Groham. Her, death came as a
shock to her family and friends,
sinee it was thought thin she was
recovering from a recent illness
which had confined her to her
home for some time. '
Mrs( Granam• was the daughter
of the late Mr. and Mrs. J. H.
Utterback, and was born and reared in this county. She was a faithful member of the First Christian
'hurt Pr, and was present at all
e. vises v. hen her health permit'd. Sne-was a _devoted mother
ea !Si nd.

Sub,
sv :
ors In:Itele. three sons.
oreman Ind Hobart 'Graham Of
...Wray, IV. H. Graham of New
Yt;r1i. City:- two brothers. Ed Utterback of Murray and Harry Uti
terback of Memphis; a half sister,
Mrs. Giles Buchanan and a nurnber of rieces and nephews.
Funeral serviees_..were e_Oildnetet1
--When yeti ere this button being
by the Rev. A. J. Russell on Monworn
men and women, you may
day afternoon at toe First Chrisknow immediately they are honor'trans cheretr --Witti- Mutat follow.
ably discharged veterans of this
ing in the .city cemetery.
war
.
men and m omen who
Pallbearers were John Whithave risked their lives for their
hell, "Waylon Rayburn, George
county.
They have been disHart, R. .M. Pollard. Ed Diuguid
charged and have returned to
and Garnett Junes.
civilian life.—L. H.

Franklin

- The gross
sales on

ler dietoty or

"withers
restand
ipeRub

and Mrs. Wm.
Mr.
Odom. a son. March 19

Graham Pfc. Torn Moffitt,of Wounds
Death Dies
Ott Board Ship
Friday Evening
, Pfc. Tom Moffitt, son of Mrs.

._Several men have been_
.office %raring this pin lately, And
have taken the emblem in MY
hands and examined it closely. It
Is an &tractive thing and represents service given. by those who
near it..

The Ledger
Congratulates

ve COO.
itation
inchial

Murray, Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon, March 22, 1945

ed as hostess chairman.
Those registering from Murray
and' the .county were ,Miss Weihing. Mesdames A. F. Yancey. Tom
Rowlett, H. C. Corn, A. B. Austin,
Rex Diuguid, James French, Ben
Cooper. Roy Farmer, L. M. Overbey, C. I. Sharborough, W. D.
Lewis. Keith Kelly, George Hart,
Garnett Jones, G. B. Scott, James
Blalock, Clifford Millet. Celia Ann
Lockhart,
Crawford, and Carl
Misses Betty Yancey, Nancy Wear
and
Frances Lee Farmer, -and
Clifford Seeber.
On Tuesday' Prospectisre _camp
sites along the lake were visited by
a committee composed of - 11 H
Dotiglag, Mrs. W D. Lewis, Mrii_
'fan Rowtett,,Mrs. Garnett Jones,
and Mrs. Reit Ditiguid.

Grand and Petit
Jurors Are Listed
For April Court
The grand jury list is composed
of the folowing men who will report gn Apiil 9:
G. Had!. rd. Wadesboro; Geo.
W. Dunn, Concsrd; Hardy L. Adams. Swann: Luther Greenfield,
Wadesboro; Wells Ptird0M, Murray: Mike Falwell, Liberty; W.
L. Swift, Brinkley; J. D. McNutt,
Swann; G. W. Tidwell, Swann;
Cecil Stevens, Brinkley: Murray
Ross,
Edgar
Adams,
Liberty;
Hazel.
Maybre Travis, Wadesboro; Lexie
Ward. Murray: Pat Jones. Wadesboro; Luis Cole. Swann; C. I.
Grugett, Wadetsboro; T. C. Carr,
Murray; Delbert Hale, Liberty;
Joe Brandon, Hazel; Conley James,
Hazel; C. W. Adams, Brinkley; J.
S. carraway, Murray; C. A_ Suess
Hazel.
The petit jury is composed of the
following
men who will report
April 10•
Roy Hurt, Murray; Dennis Boyd.
Swann, Oakley Cunningham. Murray; P. D. Jones, Murray; Chas, L
Ross. Brinkley; B. H. Houston.
Hazel; Chesity Butterworth, Murray: Jim Allbritten, Hazel; Jimmie
Ruey. Concord; Adolphus
Webb, Swann: R. 0. 13izzeil,
Brinkley;
011is
L.
Anderson,
Wadesboro; Terry L. Ray, Liberty;
W. A. Thompson. *array; W. D
Perdue. Murray; Robt. F. Parker,
Liberty; Amos Dick, Concord; Dallas Holland, Liberty.
Bob D. Grogan, Concord; Obie
Jones, Haze-I; Graves Holsapple.
Wadesboro; J. L. Whitlock, Liberty; Parker* Harrell, Wadesboro:
Burie G. .
Swarm; Robt.
Walker, Murray; J. H. Shackelford.
Murray; .K. J.- Smth. Concord;
Reginald
Murray;
Butterworth.
Geo. Nanny, Liberty; Laverne
Grhharn, Wadesboro; Taft Patterson, Concord: Autry McReynolds,
Hazel; • L. W. Imes, Wadesboro;
Melvin Miller, Liberty; B. K. Trevathan, Hazel;
Newell
Doure,
Brinkley. •

Spring Term At
Murray State Opens
Murray State College
opened the spring term of 1945 Tuesday' March 20 Registration was
held on Monday afternoon, March
19, at 1:30 for new and returning
students. The last day to register -for credit will be March 28.
Winter quarter classes a-djourned
Friday noon, March 16. and reconvened Tuesday morning, Match 20:
at 8 o'clock.
As teachers from rural schesals
will probably continue study at
Murray this quarter, a greet enrollment is, expected .by the administration.
Courses will be offered in both
the undergraduate
and graduate
schools. Eeich department will offer -the courses as scheduled with
the exception of .some additional
accommodating courses for upperclassmen.
This li-week quarter will •closie
June I. -The baccal reate address and service will be held on
Sundeyi May 27, and cominencemeni
Mary 21.

AfOrria Moffitt. died - of wounds on
February 20 .according to a message received by his mother on
Mar:•11 17. Pfc. 'Moffitt was wounded in action on December 10, and
his death occurred on board a ship
In the Atlantic Ocean. It is preaumed he was being brought to
the United States ftr treatment.
Pfc.__Muffitt enlisted- irr--the- service on April 4, 1941. He was
'sent overseas in January, 1944.
Two brothers of Pfc. Moffi•t,
Frank Moffitt' an A.. B. Moffitt,
were III the service, but have reeerved honorable discharges from
the army and navy respectively.
Another brother, Lester, is in defense work in Detroit, and with his
wife and
baby, is visiting his
mother in Murray this week. .

Nazis Lose 100,000 In Saar;
3rd Army InIudwigshaten
Cpl. Riley Is In
German Prison

Slightly 'Wounded

PARIS. March 21—Ame"rican armored.forces crashed Into the great
German chemical producing center of Ludwigshafen on the Rhine
late today as the U S Third and
' Seventh Armies pressed the annihilation of the last two enemy
armies west of the river.
I

Mrs. Etna Mae Lee,

Former Resident,
Dies In St. Louis
Mrs. Etna Mae Lee, former resident of this county, died on March
16 in St. Louis. Mo. where she
had made her. home An.., recent
years.
- — .
. Funeral services were conducted
On'Tut:it:1W afternoeri, 'March 20, al
Martin's Chapel M. E. church" in
this county where the deceased
was a member when she resided
here. The Rev, C. A. Riggs officiated at the services with burial
following in the Martin's Chapel

As Lt. :Gen. Geroge S. Patton's
wild-running Third Army enveloped its.fourth large teneran city
witfiln two days,. it .appeared that
,
•
the debacle. might cust
many as 100.000 Sorely-needed men
in killed, wounded and captured.
An Unidentified armored division
of the Third Army fought its way
into Ludwigshafen, whose population had been swelled from 100.000
to 150,00 in recent years because it
was packed with war industries.

Cpl. Tatingitge '11,11eY.'son'of
'and Mrs. E C. RiLey of Benton,
who has been reported matting in
action since December 17, is a
prisoner of the German government, according to a message received by his parents on March

Joe Ryat'S haa rteently-.re Fleelne.Gerrtiary rroOtes blew upceived a letter from her son, S-Sgt. the4rpposing _bridge .which cons
Frank Ryan, which will he inter- nected Ludwigthafen with its twin
esting to his friends.
Mrs, Ryan industrial city of Mannheim just
had -not Iseaid from her son -for across the Rhine-resome time prior to receiving this
Prisoners were pouring in by the
letter. He was in the Phillipines 'thousands and, with the exception.
and participated- in the, big...advance -of eas
30.mile stretch where the Car.
Cpl. Riley who was with the against Manilla. S-Sgt. Ryan has mans were clinging to Siegfried
Pallbearers were C. R. Lee,
been in the 'service for more than Line defenses against the Seventh
Bridle Cathey, Will Hutchins. Joe First Army, entered the service in
four years, and overseas two years. Army, the enemy was in complete
Parks, Turn Taylor and Dewey May. 1942, and has been over ste
The letter follows:
rout. The Third Army- alone had
since Apra, 1944.
King,
e
seized 3,275 German towns and
He saw action in England, Scot- My Dearest Mother:
Survivors of Mrs. Lee include a
Want to get this letter 6ii now -cities since it started its present
daughter, Mrs. Nelhe Mae Gur- land, France, Belgium and Gel Offensive March 13.
ney of St. Louis, two brothers, many. His wife, the former Miss so you won't be worried. You may
As this phase of the Allies' great
Plaine Adams of Marshall cretnly Ruth Agnes Carter, is a teacher get a telegram that I was hit and
western front offensive raced toIn
the
hospital,
so
I
want
to
let
you
County
Schools.
in
the
Marshall
Cub
Adams
of
'Paducah.
irnd
She makes her home with her pa- know it's nothing serious. In fact, ward its conclusion the Germans
rents, Mr and Mrs. Ivan Carter, I'm very lucky because 'some of declared that American, British
Route 2, during her husband's ab- the boys got it pretty bad. I've only and Canadian forces riosth of cogot a small wound from mortar logne were about to open a likW
sence.
_Betters .induction
ghtifprin. Let fritler you I was att--out, attack aeras the Rhine
Riley engaged in farming.
plenty scared, for there were plenty "et any hour'
American heavy bombers knockof Nips, and they gave us everything they had—but they will never ed out 11 German airfields east of
The following article containing
stop us. But don't worry about me. the Rhine opposite Field Marshal
the death of Sgt. Hugh Wear MerHad a letter from Skip Neale, Sir Bernard I.. Montgonseay's Al.
ritt, who has many relatives and
and he is going to try to get to lied armies. -A German broadcast
friends in Murray, appeared in a
come to see me. Sure hope he said the German high commanS
Naehville, Tenn news paper in a
finds me. When you 'write - go expected the Allies to attempt ta
rocent edition:
ahead and send it to my old ad- land paraipute troops in the area
Sgt. Hugh Wear Merritt, son of
dress and it will be forwarded on. and had "made necessary prepaMerritt of
Mr. arid Mrs. W. A
Funeral services for Billy
A. You maybe can't read this, it's sort
rations."
Nashville, was killed in action tri Mixon were held Sunday afternoon
of 'hard to write. but I'll be 0. K.
Lt. Gen, Courtney H. Hodges' U.
France February 19, 1945. , Sgt. at West Fork Church with the Rev.
in a few days and be lia:Ck hitting S. First Army troops pushed out
Merritt
was born in
Jackson, A. M. Parrish, pastor of Emanuel
'ern again. All my love,
more than three- miles at' the
March 5,-* 1920 He entered the Baptist Church. Paducah, arid Rev.
Frank.
northern end of their Remeagen.1r-thy in April, 1942, and was a J. H. Thurman officiating. Mr.
Erpel bridgehead east of the Rhine
member of the Cathedral parish Hixon, the 22 year old son of Mr.
aria seized more than -severs ,miles,
end a graduate of Father Ryan and Mrs. Jack Hixon of Paducah,
of the southern bank of the Steg
high school, class of 1938. '
formerly of Murray. died Friday
river.
Sgt Merritt was inducted in Fort morning in a Detroit, Mich hospital
of
rheumatic
fever.
He
had
and
from
there
Pacific Front—Iloilo,* the capital
Oglethorpe, Ga.,
of Panay. fell to the 40th • Infantry
was sent to Fort McClellan, Ala. been ill a month before going to
In a recent meeting of the Board Division
today._ On Luzon the
He was also stationed in Camp the hospital two weeks ago. 'The
Robinson, Little Rock, Ark; Camp body arrived in Murray Saturday of Directors of the 'Calloway Coun- Yanks reached the kueirilla-held
dnd
was
ty
Farm
Bureau
it
Was
carried
to
the
unanimousChurchill
Maxey, Tex.: Camp Gruber. Okla.;
Port City ..pf San Fernando. Other
and Camp Meada_Md., from which Funeral Home until time for the ly voted to give one-half of the $5 forces were driving toward Baguio,
funeral
services.
collected
during
membership
dues
the summer capital of Philippines.
camp he was assigned to overseas
Pallbearers were Horace Cleaves, the month of -March to the Red
duty, leaving the United States in
Eastern Front r-- Russi;ms have .
Cross.
the latter part of December, 1944. Herman Harrison, Aubrey Grecn
Every farmer who Is considering driven to within six miles of DanAfter landing in Scotland, Sgt. and Walter Guernsey of Paducah,
Merritt Went to Ireland, England. J. R Story and Clarence Cochran. joining the Farm Bureau any time zig. The Germans reported that
shock ,Trp-s---Were
.ind France and had just been as- gYoung Hixon had been employed this year is urged to join this the Russian
fighting 32 miles from gutted Bermonth
because
by
doing
so
you
are
signed to a division of the Sevan Inspector of airplane motors
lin. The Red armietaYe massed
enth army.
in a factory in Detroit for the past joining an organization which is
along the Oder River and to the
survived
by
his
'Sgt Merritt is
two years following his honorable working every day in the county,'
wife, Mrs Mae Shreve Merritt. and discharge from the army. He was a Hitate, and in Washington for things east the Soviet forces are in control of the mouth of the Passarge
four-months-old daughter, Nancy graduate of Tilghman High School l which are for your interest.' At
and in Paducah and attended Murray the same time you will be donating River. Stettin is being pounded
Anne.' Besides
his wife
artillery.
young daughter he is survived by State College for two year§ tie. I to a cause which will show our by
one brother. William; three sis- fore he volunteered in 1942 for seltelters that you are behind them
U.S. Pacific Fleet Headquarters,
ters, _Mrs. A. H. Ingram of Jack- army duty, He trained at Clarks- and helping to speed them on to Guam Thursday, March 22 _ The
son; Mrs. Thurmon Moss. Nash- ville, Tenn., and Texas, and was in vietoiy. according to Farm Bureau US. Fifth Fleet's strike with 1,000
ville; and Mabel Merritt, Nashville, California at the time of his dis- officers.
or more planes into the Japan incharge. He was a pilot in the air
land sea Sunday and Monday,

--

Sgt. Hugh Wear

Merritt.ii.illed In.
Action In France

Funeral For Billy
A. Hixon Held at
West Fork Sunday

Farm Bureau 71..
Donate Membership
Dues TO Red Cross

a

Soldier and Wife
Claim Hitch-Hiking
Record In 36 Hours
Pvt. George B. Sloan and his
wife think they have set a record
in hitch-hiking. They arrived in
morning
Thursday
Murray last
with their 'three year old son, Phil,
after hitch-hiking the 1062 miles
from Williamston, N. C. in
hours. Young Phil proved as good
a hiker as his parents. Pvt. and
Mrs. Sloan are visiting her permits. Mr .and Mrs. Jerome Phillips, 305 North Fourth street. Their
daughter, Carla Jo. remained with
Mr. and Mrs. Phillips during the
three months that Mrs. •Sloan and
Phil were in North Carolina.
Pvt. Sloan enlisted in the army
15 months ago. He is stationed at
Williamston as an army guard for
German prisoners of war.
He
states that not a single car passed
them .up on their hitch-hiking trip
to Murray, and that he deiply appreciated the courtesies shown him
and his family. At the 'conclusion
of a ten day furlough, Pvt. Sloan
will return tQ Williamston. Mrs.
Sloan and 'children will 'remain
.with her parents in Murray for
while.

_Hazel FFA to Have
Father, Son Banquet

Survivors are his parents, his.,
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. W. D.
Perdue, and grandmother, Mrs
Julia Hixon, Murray Route I

PAPER COLLECTION
IN MURRAY SATURDAY
The Boy Scouts will pick up
waste paper Saturday
Have bundles on the walk by 9 o'clock.
Scouts are working in cooperation
Lassiter, county
with
Prentice
school superintendent.

By Frank Part
The Hazel FFA met Tuesday
and ,completed plans fur Father
and Son banquet to be held April
5 in the school cafeteria at 8:00
pm
The necessary committees
were appointed.
Members of the Home Ec club,
sponsored by Mrs. Jim Erwin, will
serve the food and otherwise insist In nAking the program a sue_

TRUCKLOAD OF REGISTERED JERSEYS
AT RYAN MILK COMPANY SATURDAY 24
The campaign-to rid Calloway
county of scrub bulls is well under
seay and is being supplemented by
a program of purchasing registered
stock to replace them.
Ray Treon Sr. has returned from
a Purchasing tour in central Kentucky and reports that he will
have 10 registered Jersey bulls
ul of some of the best cows of
the country ready for inspection
at the Styan Milk Co. on SaiurdaY,

-10rir h 24
These bulls will be
priced-et cost plus-truckage First
come, Arst selection. Orders may
be taken,-Lt r later delivery from
a -list oliiiblooded animals proCured
by Mr. Treon.
It is belie.ved that the farmers of
Calloway county _will be anxious
wove their et.s
y ta mg
advantage of -thoor - -opportun it ies
to buy, from time to time.

crippling IS to 1, enemy 'Warships.
fulfilled almost to the hilt the
American Navy's promise of aggression against the Nippon homeland.
The Yank airmen also destroyed
475 enemy planes and damaged
more than 100, sank six freighters
arsenals,
and . destroyed
shore
shops, and oil storage facilities.

Junior C. of C. Plans
City Improvements
In a
meeting of the Junior
Chamber (if Commerce Which was
held Tuesday evening. the group
voted to share with the Fiseal
Court the expense of improving
and beautifying the court house
grounds, and
of installing a
modern ice *rater fountain upder
tho.statue of, Robt. E. Lee. Cecil
FartI is chairman ,of the. committee te gsork with the court.
.1Mrey. is charrnian of a committee tp, place 22 modern waste
paper _disposal cans around the
'square and the business houses.
Grover Wood -James has been
elected
r
r
Chamber of Commerce to succeed
T. C. Conic -who has moved 'to
Paducah. •

.
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Yanks Capture
• Thousands of
-German Tioops

s-sgt. Frank Ryan
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THURSD
Vanderbilt Hospital in that city.' RobertSPeak and Jim A. Smith. Graves County
to Calloway 25
Ruth Ann Lassiter.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Arruitt- and LIVESTOCK ASSOCIATION
Mrs - Lewis Conner and Hopkins, of Macon. Tenn.. both termer resit'
children
uf Russellville were in NAMES OFFICERS
Mrs J. A Outland and her bro- \stir ...spent Monday with fr'.ends in ,Edents of Mtleray.' visited her.: SUil:
11.1rs E I. Noel andsehildren
"
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Brown of
day and Monday. Peak -WaS the 4effssrsonxi
NBEAN1
st
MEETING
HELD
"
•
gs
.
sts
stle,
Murry Mr. and Mrs_ Conner for.[guest
*has 1.r" Tass _ Honsion of
Martin. Tenn.. spent sSaturday imi Hazel Monday LO SiMal Mrs. Arnett's- On last _Thnrsday evening _mein- _
of --his relatiies.. Eton Ray.
. . her tiarcnis. Mr."and Mi. Arthur WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON
Hazel with their father, Mr. A. parents. Mr and' Mrs. S. S. Herr- bers of. the West Kentucky PureOkla .'
and Gill Ilops.mi of the eoun• riirly made thsir horne in Murray. clasfon Ray. W. A. Ray. and Byron
bred Livestock Association met in
don and family.s- On Wednesday afternoon at 2:30 Wilson•and family.'
ty. have returned front Detron is W. 11_,Linl has -returned to Nur- Myers. He formerly maae his home 'Farmer.
the county agents offices and electMrs.-Ze.b A. Stewart of Owen.. tthe Sunbeam Band met at the
Mr.
and
Armstrong
Mrs
Charlie
where they , 'visited their • mother.,'13" to make his home after spend- in the Union Grove church commii:
Mrs. Lottie Hooper Bucy spsnt
Baoed officerS for a,. county organizabore is the guest _sr her mother. .tist..clsurch for its regular
: ing the past two , years in .
Mrs Millie Hale.
s
'March a few days in Puryear last week attended the funeral of her .uncle: tiOn
Mail nibs -.
.
.
W. H. Brooks.
as follows:
•
MrS...Y
Hia-y. Sr. and '6ther rtta- program as foblows:
'
f
ic1.1
Douglas
Ed
in
Paris
Monday.
visiting relatives.,'
.
Phollie
.
il C
Mrs Ben. Keys 'returned Tues. „vs
. 4 year shi ss
o of Mr
,
president; Clifford Smith. viceRev,
Henry
Franklin Paschall
Mr. and Mrs. Q. C McN-utt of day from Springfield. 'T. nit ..whese
and Mrs. Leon Collie_ suffered a
Writs Be A Little Sunbeam: dektr. and Mrs. Oscar Trevathan of
president; P. B. Gholson. secretary.
Mrs. A. D. Butterwasth and is'm
ssitiOnal., entire' classs_stosy. One .Paducah were 141 Hazelsrecently-to was in Louisville-the first of the IT is She intention
Painful: aecidesst_ ass March- 10--ssISS4 0_.* Thd,g. Tenn- Apentslhe week- she.. visited -Iser :
-Issigh'er. Mrs's -jsge-returysed
the county
%%Sick
DOMFloil, World Through Christ.
week on business,
he fell into.a creek near their home. csd wish, their daughter. Mrs_ BA) Miller
read' by visit. Mrs. N. P. Hendricks who is
organization to perfect plans at
do where the,
. Spent a vacation.
Eld.
Pogue
•Neely,
filled
cutting a gash in his upper lip and Prentice Overbey. On their return
Mrs.
his
closing
regular
prayer.
confined
by ths
to her bed with illregular meetings for the interest of
-Mrs -Robert Halis and daughter.? Vr. and Mrs. Alvin McCord Ind
to Oak Ridge they were accompanmonthly
appointment
knocking out a tooth
at
the purebred liv'estock owners of Cal'sins!. are :pending two weeks with . children'and Mrs. Leslie mcCortts class. The prayer: "That we mw
e.i by their daughter-in-law. Mrs.
Church
Christ
di
learn
Sunday
about
all
at 11_ loway Cou_nty,_,
th. childrens of the
• aald Mr, Autrey Farmer.
the fornier's parents. Mr. and. Mrs. and son Gerald of HopkinsviRe.
Mrs Bettie Provine and faiisily
O'clock a.m. and in the evening at
worIt
Mrs John T livan aid Jack Ii .ou W H McNutt. of Mss-field. who McNeil of IsiCehfer.
The Association has the coopetaof 'Paris were in Hazel Sunday
spent Sunday the guests of Mr.
flI
live
there
temporaril
7:30
o'clock.
y.
Her
Those *Assent -were Myra Jo Wil- visiting
spent several days the fu-st
tiorr of the county
agent, the
_174
Mr. and Mrs. Bob, Bray.
Mrs...J.
McCord.
A.
Williams
Set
and
Mrs.
and
Robert
h
s,tsa
ci.
Pfr
McNutt
is
now - in
son. Barbara. Langston: -- 4anice
neek n Nashn :11c 's here they e oChamber of Commerce. Ryan Milk
M.P. Ora King and children
ii son. Robert Stephen. returned
Walter
Wright
lisiland
is
not
He
much
was
drafted
from
Langston, Edith Herndon. Ruth
iled Pat Its an who n. a patient in_
Company. Bank of Murray and
from
latter part ..f • the- welt to have returned
Memphis Auui Lassiter,
Mayfield in March,- 44 Another son
Jean Ray. and Nancy ter 1t this writing.
other civic organizations. The lead-1.11e.issens-404es --wisese where they,. _were_sgnests of kr_
Mrs.
Gertie
Grubb
C Ids Nstts. -Burs
and- Mies
--71-rffistrons.ing: projecT St The present Unit 'is
Maud Walker attended the funeral
ard McNutt, se-now stationed at the former is stalioned. They have. and Mrs. J.' H. Newman.
PONTIAC
-ridding the county of scrub sires
Mrs. Arthur - Farmer has bees
of their uncle. Mr. Walker, in
I.swry Field. Denver, Coles He was been visiting th.ir parents. Mr
eci
b,lo
a herhome
of
fr severs! W.S.C.S MEETS AT HOME OF'
drafted June 29. 1941 and was one and Mrs. L L. Veale and Mr . :its1 confined,
Paris. Friday afternoon.
MRS. OWEN BRANDON
NE
weeks
SALL'S s SLR% U E
cause
illness,
Mrs Guy Caldwell and Mrs
! of the first to leave from this coun- Mrs. Homer. Williams. .
Fred workman:
,owner of DayMrs. George Gatlin and Miss
ty to enter the service
He is a
The‘ W.S.C.S: met at the home Grilse Wilson of Hardin were in
PRYOR MOTOR CO.
cook traveltr.g on troop trains from Eleanor Gatlin spent last Wed- Site Lunch, has recently purchased Of Mrs. Owen Brandon on March Hazel last Wednesday to visit,Mrs.
Pt
103 Last Main
Phone 21
r.esday and Thursday in Paducah. the brick residence from Bert Sex- 14 at 7:30 with
V
L' S bases
Mrs. Claude An- Rachel Wilson and children.,
ton
at the crinwr of Fourth and derson
the guests of Mrs. Belle Stanley
Mrs- Julia Frances Pinkies
:
, Mrs,
as leader.
and Miss 'Annie Lester. They st- Olive stre..ts.
The L:sson subject was "Three Joseph Miller` were in Murray
The Townert-ilevens Co.
-Miss.-Bess -WM-Mester,..ndssi the -corirert -by thes -filthanC
Aiwarice Oursr•ead Artiftcial kw&
Those 404a-ring on the-e-Tossday afternoon visiting sick
Mar,factory -Estab, tsed 191)
apolis Symphony. Orchestra on ton. New Mexico: who is studyins program were
Wends
at
the
Mason
hospital.
Mrs. A. G. Childers
540 So 13.001. Sr -tossss. Ka Pt
oussing. at . Vanderbilt University. Mrs.
Wednesday evening. •
Mr. and Mrs. - S. Outland of
Claude White. • Mrs. Erritt
Miss Marion - Brrarborough was Nashville, spent the
week-end Dick. and Mrs. D. N. White. Mrs. Murray were So Hazel Sunday to
ths -week-end guest of Miss. Belly with, her uncle and audt. Mr. and Alice Jones closed
the meeting visit relatives.
• Real Estate and Insurance • Rentals and Sale
Phillips, in Nashville
)14. J. W. WinchestSr of -Hazel.. with prayer.
Mr and IVSrS. Harmon Wilson of
Mrs. T. S. Herron
Mrs. Max Hurt is spending sev_s_r had
E s•Dtrringrorr-cr.Lynn G
Hazel las!
charge of the business session. Providence were in
We're, Insuring Both
eral
days
was
this
in
week in Memphis.
the Ledger
and City Property
fice
During the social hour refresh. 'Tuesday.
Mrs H. C Small of Paducah wis ment;
The past - week and reoesSed ins
Mrs-BoY Chrisman has mo4d
were served the Sine mem494-J Office
Telephones
subscription
494-R Residence
Mr. De rringto is a week-end guest oif Mrs_ L. I- beat-amid 3 visitors. Mrs. E.
Paris where shs
be with her
Jones.
Veale
of West Main street.
,t-ated that he had -been getting the
NW. - Burford Hurt and Mrs. daughter. Mrs. John Trotter, who
Those .- from Murray and the Sarah
L.
since he moVed from
iS employed there.
Smotherrnan.
.
county who attended the state high
Mrs. Sarah Ellis spent last Monschool basketball tournament in
day -and Tuesday in Puryear visitW.OMAN'S
MISSINO
NARY
Lourevilee last. week -included 110:.•
Mg Ms; Lula Paschall.
In our former appeals to!SHALT ,BE SAVED, (Acts
eworrs-JeshrrAttiler.-T. Medd; TN SOCIETY MEETS WEIONESDAV
O
Owen • Brandon
was in Vio!a
the Baptists .of Blood River 16:30, 31). Just as faith in
Holland.
Pets. Farmer.. Buddy
W,•mati's MissIonary So- on businesS Monday.
_Ryan; lhas41'slatiress-Prrssiess Las,
Shelby :Hicks of Loins-eats sps*rt Asaociation .for faithful- co- the farts of the Gospel is eitThe Hazel most church
suer. Guy loran,. M. 0. VITrathsr nics on Wednesday
afternoon,at the a few hours Sunday with his pa- operation . in our Southern sential to genuine repensod Carmen'Graham,
Baptist
church and held its regular month- rents, Mr. and Mrs. R. R. Hicks. Evangelistic
Cro- tance, so genuine repentance
'Mrs Dell Finney . was in St. ly program.- with Mr's.
Mrs. Bill --Burt and sons spent sade, we have en'ip.hasized is
Hazel Jenkessential to
SAVING
Louis this week where she pur- ins as-leader. TAsstopic
for discuss the week-end in -Hardin visiting the qualifications, the
EAMMI
(Matt_ _21 .32.).
chased merchandise for her.-shop.
her
parents:7
S
ons
Wag
"The
Things
Which Make
are
gallons. and the encourage- belief (of facts) cometh of
Mrs. L J. Hortineunderwent it
Mr. and Mrs. Elisha Key wets.
pace in Tomo:rotv•s
ments we have in our efforts hearing, and hearing by the
major operation at the Mason. Hossterottonai was glven.by the is Hazel Monday
to' witness for our Saviour; Word of Christ" (Rom.- 10:
,TA I Tuesdasy
rpmand also His Own assurances 17. ASV); but SAVING
.Jijortestassalistactor,s__ecie taking part on the prograr•
mrs H..rtense. Vaughn Arrived A shiSit business
of "ETERNAL LIFE" and F A.1 T H
('ENTERS
'IN.
session was he:
todsv from hsr home in Jackson
SECURITY -upon-HIS OWN CHRIS? ALONE, AS AN
ut ths close of [Ise program.
Miss to spend some time as th:
The occluding hymn was "Hon
From Too Frequent Urination, MERITS and the REGENER- ALL-SUFFIF:NT SAVIOUR
sues: of her friend. Mrs -Fssrs
•
Yourldatioe"
A T I N.(. POWER .0E- ,111.5.-A.Mr.lit./1,(4- Pet. 1:14, 9)1
• rev-a swarm at "swanstadt
• Th'use present weres-Mess--NelSe-s- Backache, Run-Down Feeling
▪ 1144T
- every - -repenting -"Whom having not seen, ye
. uses Martha -Belle Hood spent the. tIter.
Ola Joyce. Mrsi S S.
sinner Who TRUSTS IN HIM love: IN - WHOM:though ye
eek-end- with- friends - in Athens 14STridunS
-due to irritation of the bladder
Mrs Grace Wilson. Mrs
for SALVATION HE II E see Him not. YET BELIEVGa,
Paul Dailey. Mr, 0 B Turnbs
.
w: caused by eieeas acidity in the urine
First Lt Stanfill Cutchin of the !us,
AND NOW,(Rom. 5:18,19; ING, ye REJOICE WITH
Olga Pase.0
s.. Miss Eva Per- Fame. darter's 4.teeters sets on 0,.
Smyrna Air Base. Smyrna. Tem.. :s •
Jno. 3:3-17;5.1no. 5:24, 25; JOY 'UNSPEAKABLE AND
andneys and helps keep yea Irene setttng
as the week-end guest of his parOf
asp rapists!
Jno. 6:37-47S* Jno. 10:27-29; FULL OF GLORY; RE('EIVAr• u, suliwang man
y disc ents. Mr_ and Mrs. Carlisle Cu.Thes. 1:5)/. •
or and distres• free backache. human
ING THE E.N.
D OF YOUR
st'N
BEAN!
RAND
chin
urine, frequent dr.., to pass Yriblef
•
•
EN
FAITH. EVEN THE SAL101
P
Getting
tRTY
up
often
at
nig
ht
'
These
Mrs. Lester Farmer is an opera.
.w.-•
And
OUT
present
may he caatated by bladder irrit•tios
OF
YOUR
Ire patient at Mason Hospital.
doe to excess acid in Mao urine Then try appeal, we wish to -empha- VATION
Mrs; if. I. Neely entertained her.i Slut
famous deKtor * dasc*aery SOULS." This. and
this
Rsbertssn. Mrs Sunbeisin class at her
DR. size a mita needed warniro,
home sin KILMER'S SWAMP ROOT
Rober.sois-and-1--doisgitters -Vi
alone is SAVING FAITH,
Fesrnssa
Sea's. S.."414
Fridty..afternorel • carefully
against
two,
of
greatest
the
blended
conibinatton ot herbs,
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and it brings ah INIMEDs
rem 3 tieloek. till 5.
•
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now threatening J furlough with Mr. and fits.
dsente. There •ssd
ofe•Wwiistry. nothang harsh dangers
TE
Af'QUAINTANCE
Games and contests were enjoy- or
lubit•formie
g in this •csentafir prepare- Christianity and a lost tkorld
J.Ihnnie Robertson.
_
'
non. its•t sees* ingredients that quickly
WITH HIM' AS A PER
• N• ed '
unregene
in th• kidneys to 1c,,,,, the flaw el
Mrs j H " Groth. • rhe former
rate
sinners.
Just before leaving the' guest - urine and relpre• bladder irritation ••11
SONAI. SAVIOUR, (2 Tim.
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HAZEL NEWS
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G-AlC Trucks
•••• 1•1111P

A DEFENSE BUS
leaves Adams &
nedy Gulf Station -at
1:45
Makes Almo, Dexter,
Hardin, Brewers

la •

41=I. •MIP

\ LEGS, ARMS!

Courtney Lester
NIanasger

GHOLSON'S AGENCY
Farm

Southern Baptist
Evangelistic Crusade

17:Tidies-As

"A Million Souls for Christ in 1945"

EXACTLY WHAT'YOU WANT
WITHOUT DELAY OR LOSS OF TIME

able to fulfill the; most efinite-d-esires in quality and -design.- We have a stock
of _desirable granite'17id marble.

FAST RELIEF

\ '4T OUR PLACE ON THE HiellWAr
MAIN.EXTENDED

s

now in

CALL FOR AN APPOINTMENT

We are able to 'give
you better Service at
moderate cost.

,
-f sr _ Virgil

so

thAn RISOP

Markers as low as
S12.50

LOOK •

Calloway County Monument Co.

/
1
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FOXHUNTERS

‘t MO cnecru

City Tax Collector's Sale

•

THE FAMOUS

Land to Be Sold for Delinquent Taxes Due City of Murray

$2100

A Murray Man Felt
Like Swollen Balloon;
Full of Stomach Gas

ttie ,scea.r

qzint

FLYING TOM BOY
will be in town 4th Monday in
March which is next Monday.

. • #

If you want to see him Etnd
his breeding, he will be on the ring
behind Ross Feed Store.

_:1.11

.ERsoNAL AND

4+.

Johnny Parker's
Standard Service Station
Official Tire Inspection Station

FULL LINE OF NEW TIRES . . Passenger and Truck
Atlas
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:
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- THURSDAY, MARCH 22, 1945
, 1945

A memy Puremet in
id electrganizaBrooks,
viceasretary.
county
arts
at
terest of
of Cal-

hospital to have the piece of
shrapnel taken out of rrty left It g.1
there were a couple of doctors in
the operating room that I knew
and worked . - with at 13Ate.
I
guess they fixed things up o.k, for
the doctor here said I had ties
cleanest wound and the place was
in as good shape ,as he had ever I
seen. What news I hear here is pretty
good and maybe this • thing will
soon be over. I how:- you are both'
well. It is just like spring time
t
here.
Pliny

cooperait, the
an Milk
ay and
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Blue Cross Plan
Enrollment for City
Closes April I

The Ledger and Times wants
the pictures of all service men
__and yiumen•In the county_ In
this office is being prepared a
a.
Max Hurt, secretary of the Adpermanent record book of the
visory Committee on Blue Cross for
-part Calloway men and women
Murray, announced today that *over
played in World War II. Picone-third of,the city's population is
PFC. CARLOS TUTT,• WOUNDED 1942, and was sent overseas last
tures and facts • concerning
now. enrolled ip Blue Cross. Six of
VETERAN, VISITS MOTHER
JutyA
these people make the record
our citizens have alseady used the
.
,
flare
complete.
service with a saving on hospital.
Pfc. Tutt's brother, Pfc. Max
Pfc, Carlos TWA, v..ho” received
- We -have several trbridrest
bills of over $500.00: • Tutt, viStted him In England while
serious shrapnel wounds in France
newspaper cuts of these men
he was in a hospital in 'that counAt the present time there have
on November 28, is -visiting his try.
and women filed in this office
been 65 groups enrolled from businow. Those who already have
mother, Mrs. Gertie Tun, on the
ness places here. It is anticipated
had pictures in the office may
Benton highway. Pfc. Tutt is be- Lt. P. A WINCHESTER
that this figure will increase withdisregard this call.
ing hospitalized at Thayer Gen- WRITES FROM ENGLAND
in the next week since all groups
Fr a good newspaper cut, a
eral Hospital. Nashville, where hs
must be in by the closing date of
clear photograph is required.
P. A. Winehestsg,
/kohl 1. No groups' will be acceptrecuperating from his injuries.
Pvt., Samuel S. Adams is visitThe cost of having a cut for
1st. Lt. Inf.
He entered the service in July.
ed from firms after that date,
ing his mother, Mrs. R. B. Parker,
_Ilea:spiiper-anado-fsuirs-41146e-pie-----L
t al Dot,
.--Innt--wtte.-- The - tormiT Mlse
The plan. Which is approved by'
tures is $1.00„ Besides using
England, March 7, 1945 Marion Miller. daughter of Claude
the American Hospital Association,
this
picture
in
the
newspaper
Dear Folks: I am back in Eng- Miller ef this county. Pvt. Adams,
Thomas C. Buchanan, A-S, stais sponsored here by the Keyswith a news story, we will
land now , and it looks like I 'will who ssrved overseas for more than tioned at Sanipson, N. Y.,. is tha.
Houston Clinic Hospital _and, Wm.
have
the
picture
for
the permget a chance to ,catch up on some a year. has been hospitalized at son of Mr. and Mrs. Toni BucMason Memorial Hospital together
ancnt
record
book.
sleep. The hospital is pretty nice Camp Butner, S. C. with a foot hanan of Route 2. He volunteered
with all civic organizations.
We
have a lot of data on serand the beds surely feel good. I trouble.
for the Navy January 5. goin4 divice men already:Wit- It raitdon't .know how lung I will be
rect to New York. He attended
complete.
These men and , HOMEMAKERS CLUBS
here. Don't worry about me for
Pvt. Lawrence Bailey and Sgt. Murray Training School ant beSCHEDULES
I will be all right in- a little while. Frederick Bailey, colored, sons of'fore entering the service he was I women deserve to be listed in
a permanent honor roll book
I gut a piece of shell in the left Charlie Bailey. are visiting ,n in defense work in Chicago.
Lynn Grove, Tuesday, Maras 27,
that will forever be a crialit to
leg. No bones broken or any- Murray after having seen service
March 2 his parents were notiin the home of Mrs. Emma Lee
their serviee in this war. We
thing like that. I am having to overseas. Lawrence was in the fied
he was hospitalized
with
Rogers.
remember that those
who
get in the habit -of-washing my C-B-I theatre of war. and Fred-.pneumonia.
Later reports ale that
West Murray, Wednesday, March
fought in World War I are reface and hands and shaving every erick was wounded in France be- he is doing title
and may be home
membered only in the minds .28, at 2:00 p.m. in. Training School.
day. Ater the third', application fore being sent home.
for a leave at an early date.
of those living. There is no
FARM
'my skin began to , look white
record available that lists the
again. Write soon.
HARDWARE
Warrant officer Joseph F. Mur- Charles Boyd Wilson, Seaman
I
.
Calloway men who fought in
Lots of love,
phy, husband of Dolly Maynard second class, U.S.N.R., whose wife
•
the
war.
other.
Pliny
Murphy, who has been overseas in and two children. Charlene and
March 9, 1945 , the European theatre of opera- Jimmy live at Hazel,
Ky., has reA. B. Beak &
Just a.fewal,thes_to; let-you know tions for 27 months, arrived•Mon- cently reported ore hoard a subEat. 1897 Murray, Ky. that I am getting along .just._fine day to spend a 30 day furlough marine chaser
SOUTH SIDE SQUARE
of Hie Atlantic Flest
with
Its wife and small son. for duty. „.
and will be as good as ever in
Joseph F.., Murphy, Jr. He and his
Seaman
Wilson
entered
theSa*e 10 to 20%
'...••••••••••••.
411•F
family will leave today for New
Navy in February 1944 and has
Jersey to visit his mother, Mrs.On
seen, service in the South Pacific
Cash and Carry on
Friends, neighbors and relatives
Marion Lovett.
area. He was formerly ernployed met sunctay
- both Laundry and
home- of liff:
by H. I. Neely & Sons Store,Razel, -MT 346. /, I'M—Virilkason celebrat- t•-•Cleaning
John K. Crawford. son of Mr.
Ky.
ing the birthday of Frank Harand Mrs. Riley Crawford, wit.) is
grove who was 74 years mild. He
in New Guinea,'recently wrote his
is the father of Mrs. ,Wilkerson:
mother that he had received his SGT. GARVIN *FINNEY
• These present were Mr. and Mts. •
a
Ledger de Times, and that on a re- ARRIVES IN STATES
Virgil Bridges. Mr. and Mrs. G.
cent visit with Joe Clifford Jones,
Mrs. Dell Finney received a wire C. Bazzell and Ina Mae, Mr._ and
they had a good time together.
from her "son, Sit. Garvin Ainnuy, Mrs. Avery Hargrove and family,
Tuesday stating that ha had 'ar- Mrs. Dahlia Clark and Judy,: Mr.
I.
Harold' Glen Doran, son of Metrived in
the-states and w'son the and Mrs A: L.• Bazzell and-Bettie
from functional periodic pain
and Mrs. A. F. Doran, has recentlyWe
-q-Coast. Sgt. intrariFThal---been Jo Bazzell and Dale: Mr. and Mrs
COMPLETE
completed
his
training
in
the
V42
4
"
Cardui Is a liquid mechrlri.• w!.. -S
-7=7=
Staivitt
stationed in Alaska and on the Jennings Turner and Loretta and
w.any women say has brought reii.f
Navy unit at Tulane University,,
—14,4 •
Aleutians for the_sall 37 mooths,
from the cramp-Ilke sitony and ner
- and -,Mr.s. -Fred_
New-Ortearrar and - has been transvein strata of functional periodic
He
left
the
in
states
Wilkerson.
and daughters. Mrs.
February
distress. Here's how it may help:
c•-•
ferred to the Navy Reserve Officer
1942, and his last furlough home Fred Wilkerson Jr.. George Marine.
Taken like a tonic,
Training Corps, also at.Tulane. On
it shottld stimulate
was ip April, 1844.
Mande. Marine: Harmon
appetite, aid cligescompletion of this course Harold
Sgt. Finney will go to Kalama- Mrs.. Burgeas Marine and daughtion.• thus help build reGlen will receive his commission
al3tance for the -timezoo. Mich., for a visit with his wife, ters. Helen Cooper, and Frances
to come.
:is Ensign,and will then come to'-Murray'to and Kayleen Smith.
Started 3 days be- —
visit his mother,
lore -your
it
•
Cpl. Charles Meredith Story,
should help Tellers
Mrs. Finney had a letter Wedpain due to purely funcU.S.M.C., who has recently returnnesday from another son, Cpl.
tional periodic causes.
ed to the states from duty overTry Cardul If It helps, you'll
Ralph Vernon. who is in the southbe al.,:
seas, will arrive about March 28
did.
west Pas•ific. He slated that he
for a visit with Murray relatives.
had- reeeive4 the-eopy of the LedHis grandmother and aunt. Mrs.
ger & Times dated .February 22.
Lizzie Turner and Mrs. Prentice
According to a statement by Rudy
e • sem
t "wr
*
which she had sent to him by ajj•Thomas. live on Sycamore. and
S.
mail. and that he enjoyed reading Hendon, president of the Calloway
Othv relatives. -the Festus Story
every, word of it.
He was sur- county Farris Bureau, anyone who Si
family, reside west&of town.
prised that the copy reached him desires the Blue Crows Hospitalizaso soon after publication. Chap- tion Insurance can now apply for it
Cpl. Thomas Chesley Scruggs,
lain John Underwood of Hazel is through this organization.
son of W. B. Scruggs of Murray
Applications are being taken by
stationed, in the same area, and
and Hazel. is in Belgium. He is
'-the
Col Finney passed the gaper on th'e Farm ribrii!seefetary
with the Personnel Department.
County Agent's. office through the
to him.
9th Army Air Force, as a tele.Cp10 Finney stated that he was month of March. Everyone intertyper. ,
entirely recovered from a_ head ested in this insurance is invited
to call at the office for any inforCpl. Scruggs says that he Is re- wound which he received
some mation on it
and at the same time
ceiving the Ledger & Times reg- time ago.
make your application. Rates arc
ularly and enjoys reading every
65 cents for one person or $1.30 foi
word of it
He entered the army
Pvt. Mildred E. Holland left this
a family.
in . January 1943, and has been week to report to Camp
Edwards,
overseas since December, 1943.
Mass., following a visit watt .her
•••••••dr-e•••••••••••••
parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Win• HEADQUARTBRS FOR
••••••••••••••••••••••loiwar
Chester, of Hazel. Pvt. Holland enStandard Parts for Ali'rare
listed in the WAC in Detroit September 28, 1944. She was an inW. F. Miller
B. L. Ray
spector in a defense plant in .Detroit. Her husband. Pvt. Charles'
—
Telephone 16
Holland, the son of Mr. and Mrs.
0. H. Holland of Highland
Mich.. is in England with the ail
corw. He volunteered October
SEE OUR STOCK
1942.
Mr. and Mrs Winchester has,
OF
two sons in the service, Joe at.
Pliny.
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Celebrates • 74th
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LET US SERVICE
YOUR CAR ...

•

How women and girls
.may get wanted relief

• Tires

Motor

1

Battery

'THAT REMINDS ME -YOU OUGHT TO SHARE YOUR
CAR. SMITH I'
•

"OLD BLACK JOE" FERTILIZER
We have plenty of fertilizer on hand now, but we
advise you to plaee your- order for your Spring
.needs now, and take irou't so that you will be sure
of having it when the time comes to use it. We
nray not be able to fill all orders if everyone waits
'until the last mioute;

-V1G0110 VICTORY FERTILIZER
We have Vigoro in all size packages, from 10c to
100-lb. bags. Plant a garden and raise your own
- ,—
vegetables.. We also "shiive-Garcren-Hoe-s-,- Rake1
Forks. Spades, etc., including Package-- garden
Seeds.
WIRE FENCING
We have a goqd.stock of Fiekl Fencing and Barbed'
Wire on hand now. Coine•in and let us fill your
needs now,-as the supply may tie shorter later.
GA PLOW REPAIRS
CHAT-TAN-OaWe have a complete stock of Genuine Chattanooga
Plow Repairs. Also Disc-Thrrrow Blades and Wood
Bushings.

Grease

Farm Bureau Taking
Applications for
Hospitalization- Nan

• Oil

SPRING CHECK FOR YOUR CAR
The Rest I None Too Good
FoiliYour Car

r ,

have
THY

Telephone 404

1
1

SOON IT WILL BE

1

THEN YOU WILL NEED:
Garden Tools, and Plows,
Hoes, Rakes, Seeds, Plow
Line s, and Wheelbarrows,
Gear, Saws, Axes, Plow
Points, Hatchets, Nails and
Tacks.

more
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Evangelistic Mass
Meeting at First
Baptist
.. .March 27
_
There will be a West Kentuils•
evangelistic mass meeting at lt,.
First Baptist church of Murray
Tuesday evening, March 27. at 7
o'clock. This meeting is in c,.
operation
with
the southwirt.
evangelistic crusade of the_Soult.
ern Baptist Convention. The Re-,
Carroll Hubbard of Louisville vi,I
be in charge of the meeting. :In '
outstanding speakers will appedt
A special invitation is given :
Baptist churches of the
Blood
River Association-. The public is
cordially invited to attond.

NEELY & SON

Back the attack! Buy War Bonds!

Fourth Monday, March 26
and see our stock of Alladdin Lamp
Parts, Table Boudoir Electric Lamps,
Dishes, Fireside Chairs, Coal and'
Wood Ranges, Mattresses, Springs,
Linoleums, and Rugs.

MURRAY MACHINE SHOP
MACHINERY REPAIR

through a tough winter season.

The entire chassis and motor
should be checked to correct shimmy ... weak pick-up ... annoying
rattles.

HERE'S WHAT
WINTER LUBRICANTS SHOULD
BE CHANGED
TO CHECK:
• Lubrication
• Tires

• Cables

• Generator
• Battery
• Lights

We have•thi finest equipment,
manned by men who know

their

way around YOUR car.

ELECTRIC and ACETYLENE
WELDING

A. B. Beale 11 Son

RALPH JETTON
Owner and Manager

'PHONE 36

driving with a car that has gone

di' Wheel Alignment

IRON and WELDING SUPPLIES

"

Don't expect to sail into Spring

CASH PAID FOR
EGGS AND
CREAM

HAZEL. KENTUCKY

Visit Our Store

Warm Weather
Demands
Changes

• Fencing, Barbed
Wire and Telephone Wire
• Chick Fountains,
Feeders, Feeds &
Poultry Netting
• Plow Gear
• Farm and Garden
Tools

We have PAINTS to protect your home
We do PLUMBING

EAST MAIN STREET

plea. v

DOUGLASS HARDWARE CO.

Murray Auto Parts

PLOW TIME

VII- I
m, I
dethat
Matt.
their
toIng
at reAND
PER'THE
" (2
• He
hem.

SEE US for everything you need in the
Hardware line. We will do our best to
serve you.

"BETTER GET
YOUR CAR
READY NOW!"

Melugin's Service
Station

West Main
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School of Instruction and Inspection Held by
District 2, 0.E.S4 Distinguished Visitors
Present for Event lie/din Alasonic Hall

this county. She studied commerce
in the Murray schools and Was employed by the T.V.A, at Getter*
ville and Paris. She met her fiance
while working at tbe latter place.
Mr. Robinson holds a position
with the Cleo Field Products Cornpeny of New York City, where he
and his bride will make their home.
• • •, • •

e Mrs. Lerraine. Payne. Worthy given by Murray Star Chapter. A
'Grand gift from . Alford and Murray Star
tm
Grand Metren ot
Chapter. Order sit the EasternStar Chapters was presented Mrs. Merle
by, hire. Maggie Woods. Deceraofelesntecke.--held--- a Prof
lcifeeminatioe in the -Murray Ma- lions were in the Worthy Grand MOTHER'S CLUB MEETS
sonic Hell on March 13 at 10 am. Matron's colors, yellow. green and AT TRAINING SCHOOL
white
Sixteee members took the test.
WeeineeMrs. Lassie Light. Deputy Grand— -Mrs Item gel Crass ford opened-f--. The Moths-.e Club met
of tee- day afternoon. March 14. at the
n of Diettiet 2,:opened the the 'chapter for transaction
I. of heeteuction. at 1:30 p.m. ular business and for the official Training School.
The program was presented by
Mr., Margery , Crawford. inspection. of Murray Star Chapwith
Worthy Matron. and Nix Crawford, ter No. 433. Alford. Chapter 445. children of the first grade of
Worthy Patron of Murray Star silleayfield Star Chapter No. 443 and which Miss' Roberta Manor is the
teacher. Several readings were
Chapter. No. 433 presiding. They). Fulton City Chapter No. 41.
Distinguished guests introduced given and musical numbers were
were assisted by officers from
leuTame_feeerne. Mee. directed by Miss Jean Briciges.
•
ether eisaptesreene the district_
Mrs. R.. L. Wade conducted a
Payne conducted a very interest- Laura J. Gichem. Pest Grand MaIron of the Grand Chapter.
short business session. All school
a
ing and isstructive session . Chptens of the district represented ef Kentucky. Mrs. Maggie Woods, children were urged to attend the
v.ere Mayfield Star. Fulton City. Crand Committee Member of the presentation of "Peter Pan" which
on March 31.
Hickman City. 'Alford. Hardin. Grand Chapter OES. of Ken- is to be given
• • • • •
Calvert City, Benton and Murray. tucky, Mrs. -I-ataie Light, Deputy
Other chapters represented were Grand Matron and A. 0. Woods, HOME DEPARTMENT
Clara Henrich and Esther of Pa- Deputy Grand Patron of District MEETS THURSDAY
dutah,•'district 1. Approximately 2. nye Worthy Matrons; and three
W-cirttry PatfortiT - Gifts Were Vs,The March meeting of the Home
75 members were present. e
semed to those irltroduced by May. Department
of
the Mu rr y
field.
Alford
and
Murray
Chap,
Womah's -Club was held Thursday
A banquet honoring Mrs.- Payne
tees.
afternoon at the club- house with
was held at 6:30 pm.elit the First
Christian church 'Eighty guests . After the exemplification of the the chairman. Mrs. 0. C. Wells,
enreed the- efellsesvirtle Program! -Ritisalisiesess;oek The Wdrthy-. Grand presiding,
The program was a veryinterTeastreaster.
,Z. Carter: Guest Matron gat" an inspiring 'address.
Speaker. Ma'Hurt; Reading. Bete She explained that her special ate esting one. Miss Ann Herro facB AND PW CLUB. HAS
es,. Jo Crawford: -Special Music. Jective for, the year was equipping ulty member of Murray State Cot.
SUPPER MEETING
Cross
•
.
unit
cars
of.
a
Red
Hospital
dramatic
readings,
lev.
gave...two
Mrs Bertha I else.'
The Business and Professional
Folowing the banquet a beauti- train for wounded - of the armed -Ntimber Six" by Stephen Phillip.
ful •eleietoben Addenda" honoring forces of the U.S. :The cost of one and -Who Gets the Car Tonight?" Women's Club enjoyed a "covered
the Worthy Grand Matron was unit car is $2000.00.'The local col- by. Chris Serge!. Miss Rachael dish" supper last Thursday evening
lection was $43.22 which corn- Rowland,
home , demonstration at the home of Mrs. George Flan
pleted the cost 'of one car,
agent of Calloway Count5% talked with Mrs. 'Cleo Gills Hester and I
Fallowing- the -elassing- -of
F,..edee.-distributing sheets of. Mre. Vera Rogers as co-hostesses
chapter tefreshments were served recipes
which
she
discussed
The business session was conductto 175 members'ef the.order.
thoroughly..
ed ,by Mrs. I. H. Key in the ab• • -• • ••
During the social.eoter- a party sence of the chairman,. The pro=
MISS SIVELLS—AND MR.
. plats was served by the hostesses. gram was a discussion on "An EnROBINSON TO WED 27TH
Mrs, Paul Gholecin. Mrs H.: J. Fen- ligtened World" led by Mrs. HesLydiaeisst Sis•udes Task!)
ton Mrs D. F. McConnell,..Mrs. W. ter. Others taking part on the proE. Ptrabare's Vegetable ,Cons•
marriage a • Miss. Audrey
pound la fainoia to relieve not only
H. Mason, Mrs. G. B. Scutt and gram 'were Mrs. A. F. Doran, Mrs.
=ordeal Pale bet. aese eeeesseeseema Swells, formerly of Murray. a-nd Mrs 0 C. Wells.
Hart. Miss Virginia Hay, Mrs. Vera
r.erseus„ tired. heetietrezig revenge—
William J Robinson of Holy -Oak,—
abea. due to r•inctional periodic clki7
Rogers, Miss Mary Lou Waggoner ,
Mass, will be an event of March V-.
eurbesccs Taken res-alarly—l• :elpa
Mrs. R. H. Thurman and Mrs. leel.
timid bp, resistance against such cll.._ taking _place .at _St. Patrickk_Cse. -W S.0 S.
CONTINUES -STUDYfreas
-PL`
Shae
"
-r
thedral in. New York City. Miss
tare! Pones
label directions. Try tt!
There were about twenty nrem'
Sivelts is the daughter of the late ' Ttreeeleaerreree Society of Chris-'
bers present.
etelleek e atesticiieferet3
Mr. and Mrs George R Swells of' thin Service continued the study
• • • •
of "The Americareelndien- -Yu a
CLASS MEETS
EUZELIAN
bird session on Tuesday.
. after..t
M .rh 'diet ctrorter -Tear Went_ MRS,SILULTZ.
eab 'jesj 'was -The Cheistiane ConThe Euzelian S. S. class of th.
tributiun To Indien Life.."- Mrs. First 'Baptist church met *Monday
Max Hurt led the devetionae part evening at the home of Mrs. Free
ef the study on "Being Christiane" Shultz. Co-hostesses were mereMn, G T Hicks plated . Indian tiers of Mrs. Graves Hendon's cla,musieseind Mrs. (liteerge Gatlin told grotp. the story of the Altar Cloth. Afterr
Mrs. - Carnie- Hendon presid, :
i series of questions and, brief die-' over the business session. and Me
., •ussions, the following subjects Ethel' Lassitee,conducted the de'Nero
well
"The votional. Mrs. Barber MeElrate
developed:
Church's Contribution To Missions" teacher. talked ,on plans for built
by Mrs. V. E. Windsor; "Medical in eethe class '
Missions. Mrs. Leonard Vaught-1:
A social tour was enjoyed dur-Denominational Schools". Mrs. .1, ing which refreshments were servB. Ferris, "Thai Work of the Meth-, ed by the " hestesses
POTTED PLANTS, CUT FLOWERS and
d4st Church".
-Alice Waters.,
• • • ••
Mrs. le:one- letterb;ack and WS: LYNN GROVE W SC S MEETS
CORSAGES ALWAYS APPRECIATED
George Saqders gave an impress- AT CHURCH MARCH 16
et' account of the
Methodist
(-hoot for Indians at Farrrangton.
The Lynn Grove W.S.C.S. met
for the monthly pr gram Friday if
New Mexico.
There were-57 in -attendance. The
elesing session a the study will
be held dile March 27 at 2:30 pir

0!S.

I

"last week at the church with Mrs.
Nix Harris ais leader.
The devotional was given by
On Friday afternoon. March 16.
Mrs. E. E. Douglass. The Subject,
Mrs. M. D Helton and Mrs. D. F.
"The People of Southelet Asia",
McConnell entertained at the hems,
was discussed by Mrs. Jesse Story'
of the -former' with a • birthday
and Mrs. Carl Lockhart.
The
party honoring Mrs, Roy Farmer,
away
party
for Mrs.
and a going
T. C. Collie who is moving to PaColorful spring flowers
Micah.
Were used throughout the rooms as
decoration.
The honorees were given cor-sages by the hostesses. Piano numbers were presented by Betty
Charles Bondureint. Mrs. Farmer
and Miss Lula Clayton Beale, and
the entire group joined in the singing of familiar songs.
The hostesses served cake and.
fruit punch- in the dining room
where the table was' covered with
a lace teeth and held a centerpiece of spring flowers.
The following were present or
sent gifts: Mrs. Marie Morris. Mre.
George Boaz. Dan Morris Boaz.
Mrs. Max Hurt. Mrs. Macon McCuiston, Mrs. Susan Hurt, Mrs.
Gingles Wallis. and Carolyn Wallis, Mrs. R. F. Finnegin and Ann
Finnegin, Mrs. James Thurmond
and Betty Carolyn Thurmond, Mrs.
Jack Beale, Miss Lula Clayton
Beale, Mrs, C 0. Bondurant and
Betty Charles .Bondurant. and Mrs.
James Collie and the honorees.
••• • •
MESDAMES .HOLI"ON AND
McCONNELL ENTERTAIN

live of tliree riurses of this area
was given by Mrs. Bun Crawford,
Mrs.Joel tree/ford and Miss mignon Crawford.
A donation was given to the Red
Cross. The eneeting 11/4.1j.caucluded
by a group benediction.

of Fort Benning, Ga., son of Willie
M. Wells of Martin, eorrnerly of
Murrey, on Thursday evening at 7
Miss John Helen Spellings, the,
Central
Baptist
'o'clock at the
John
daughter of i.e. and Mrs.
church in Martin. The Rev. Claude
Spelling'. of Merlin, .Tenn., be- ,Ve Boozer _officiated. using the imcame the bride of Sgt.' M. G. Wells . , Qintinued on Page 5)

MISS- SPELLINGS'AND
SGT. WELLS AleE411410
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"KINDREDS"
that are made for each other .
Hats : Suits : Dresses : Coats : Toppers,
Your Spring wardrobe in one outfit . . . Wonderful
practical ideas

t•

ding 1
Vine

QUA

.111111111111r

East

=11

EASTER ... the time to remember with
FLOWERS

•
SELE.CT YOURS EARLY
•
There will be plenty of flowers

MRS FARMER COMPLIgENTE;)

— at —

Murray Nursery & Florist
800 Olive

Telephone 64-J
Emmid
••••.•

••••

••

SPRING BONNETS"'
in all latest
styles

9\a6,

Scott's

"The Fashion Shop for Women"

Pretty Pretties For

Me: Roy Farmer was honor,
. st last Triday evening lee- •
members of the Birthday Club re,
et the home of Mrs. Garnett Jr.
for. a buffet supper on the ciecasee
ef her birthday.
Th-ere•Were 12 members presere
including Mrs. O. ie. Bennett el
Mayfield.

ow sm..•=1,--a••
,
•••,•••••.••••.......••••••••••••...m...am..-•••••

ode with

di/iv to

co to.fo and elated-

EASTER STILES!

to have

NEWEST FASHIONS
in Misses Dresses, Coats, ThreePiece Styles
Special Showing of
Children's Clothes
Coats, Hats, Dresses
Play Clothes
Petty )(rise uses all-is ool
of Shetland type and tailors it softly to make a SUit
)013'11 a ear

most anyvi here

skirt made
'alai ample pleats . . the

. . . graceful

jacket Curving to your fig-

the deftly nipped
ualstline ... shades you'll

ure from

141%C.

This plain
Madessene
is youthful and
glamorous with
square neckline
and medallion
flowers.
Bottom' down back_
Yellow, Pink, Blue,
Aqua, Beige.
9 to 15.

•

$10.95

'TINY TOT SHOP
MRS. DELL FINNEY

4.4M, ••• mir 41E3

41/SAW11111i•
a/r46. ili-

tm- 41115-ii-Tan. ••••

••• •••• •mo.

..„

This perky two-piecer
with Checked Chintz top and Evergrand
Crepe skirt is more than
flattering fancy— it's tops.
It's lovely in Pink, Blue,
Green or Yellow. 9 to 17.

Littleton's

;so

• o•zollr
,
W.-

•

Sites 9-15.

$22.50

Matching Accessories
HATS : SHOES : BAGS

f

e—e..s.eeeeeelseeteeeelialagestweneieetee'ei:Teeeeeellieeseeee."."

p.

$8.95
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and Mrs. 'W. C. Clanton of
Murray.

Society

• • la • la

•_ !Centinued. from Page 41 ,

Social Calendar

MISS RACHEL WILLIAMS TO
PRESENT PIANO RECITAL

PAGE FIVII
_

_

Winchester "Peter Pan" Appeals, Purple Heart List
t Pfc. Otho
Home From Third To All Ages; to Show Continues To Grow
- , Last week the Ledger and Times
Arm y; Here 30 Days, Here March 31

tendent, at an early date. Strawberries should be set in March or
early April.
_ Valuable prizes are being offered
the school that gets the largest
number of acres of strawberries set
in the district in the spring of 1945.
School prizes will be -aWarded before- the close of school this spring. .

James Pate
R. Dale Parker
J. C. Richerson
Edwin Russell
--ThoinaS. Ross Sammons
James Rudolph Smith
Ralph Tidwell
Edgar Washburn
Alfred H. Wright
Dallas Wrye

Thursday, March'22
The Zeta Department of the MurPublished a list of names of Cal"Just a line to say we are on our loway men who had been awardPfc. Otho Winchester, who has
Miss Rachael Williams, outstanst- ray Woolen's Club will have a dining piano student of Murray State'Tier meeting at the club house at been with the Third Army in ac- way, bringing Peter Pan on Satur- ed the Purple Heart. This list was
College, will present her Senior 7 o'clock. Mrs. A. M. Wolfson will tive duty in France and Germany day, March.31. 1945,-at 8 p.re,”
furnished by T. Siedd, chairman
Such was the message received of the Purple Heart Club. He is
for several months, is home for a
recital on Tuesday evening, March be the guest speaker.
the
.of
ago
officials
by
days
few
a
injured
30-day furlough. He was
27, at 8:15 o'clock in Recital Hall.
anxious that he get the names of
Friday, March 23
Hiamemakers in Floyd county •
September 16 when he jumped Murray Branch, A.A.U.W. from all men who get this award.
The program follows:
‘id-a-y bridge club will meet
The Fr
Made more than 50 dressforms to
-Children's
Major
Tree
Clare
St. Nicho- the
at
dam
power
a
from
to
turnact-irr"
list
complete
The
Choral Prelude, "Now comes the at the home of Mrs. E. J. Beale at
aid, them in their spring sevainga
las. France. He has suffered an Theatre of New York, Who will date is published here:
- • .
gentiles' Savious". Bach-Busoni.
2:30 p.m.
present Barnes masterpiece of
the
to
sent
was
and
operation
eye
Jr.
Bazzle,
Albert
following
giVen
A reception was
Fantasia and Fugue in g minor,
College
states to the Kennedy Hospital, dramatic fantasy in the
Saturday, March 24
Albert Bradford Armstrong
Schools wishing to enter the
the ceremony at the --suburban Bach-Liszt.
The Alpha Department of the Memphis, for treatment. He will Auditorium next week.
Bernard Bell
acreage promotion constrawberry
-borne of the _bride's . parents.
Graduate Veterinarian
Ballade in g minor, Chopin.
A few people seem to have the
Murray Woman's Club will hold the return there for further hospitale
Charles D. Brewer
should notify the high school
test
35--Grave-doppio
city
Murray
Op.
Sonata
attended
Wells
t'gt.
idea that' Peter Pan is a
605 Olive Street
erroneous
here,
stay
house
his
after
club
the
ration
at
meeting.
regular
Norville S. Cole
principal, vocational teacher, or
schools when he • made his home movimento, Scherzo, Marche tunewith an appeal wholly for
Telephone 560
the son of play
at 1.30 o'clock.
county superinW: Cochran
Patil
Lassiter,
is
aa
Prentice
Winchester
Pfc.
-the
of
Presto
-ten
--Chopin.
vet
tire,
there. He is a
'children. Of course this is a great
Bobby Gene Cochrum
Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Winchester of
Rhapsody in C major, Dohnanyi.
Aleutian-Alaalia_campaign and was
Sunday, March 25
Gene Dulaney
Murray Route 5. and is married to
Prophet-Bird, Schumann.
awarded a bronze star for meriSince 1904 Peter Pan has conThe Westminster choir, assited by
Wells,
Homer L. Fairris
The Fountain I Jeux d'eau), Ravel. other college students and faculty, the former Miss Corynne
torious service in the Asiatic-Patinued to attract and entertain huge
Burnet Keys Farley
the daughter of Amos Wells.
Polichinelle. Villa-Lebos.
cific campaign. He is now stathrongs of boys and girls, tneo and
will render Gounocrs -Saint Ce"Kyle D. Fergerson
Pfc. Winchester has seen some women, whose ages range from
The public is cordially invited to cella Mass" at the Presbyterian
tioned at Lawson Field, Fort HenL. D. Flora
of the hottest fighting in the Euro- 5 to 85. Highly sophisticated metroattend.
ning. Ga.
church at 4 p.m. The pubic is corPat Gilbert
pean Theater, and was on the front politan audiences of New York and
worthis
attend
to
invited
dially
Out-of-town guests for the wedAlbert V. Hughes
lines in General Patton's army un- London. have clamored for Peter
shipful service of song. Miss Jean
ding included Mr. and Mrs. EuWE HAVE IT — WI WILL GET IT
Eubert G. Hale
sent to the hospittft
was
he
til
run
year's
whole
a
for
director.
nightly
Pan
the
is
Bridges
gene Shipley and sons, Dale and
— OR IT CANT BE HAD
•
Robert Lester Hendon
few weeks ago.
at a time and have renewed the
Amoe_afill
Monday. March 28
According to Pfc. Winchester, „4.ay again and again.
••• March 24
AT FIRST
Lloyd Hodes
The A.A.U.W. Book Club will one of tbe happiest hours he has r It is a drama for all ages of peeMrs. Ralph Wade Paschall
SIGN OF A
Orville J. Kuhn
March 25—Mrs Lee Donalson, Elna meet at 7:30 p.m. at the home of spent since leaving the states June ple, because true art of this type
Troy Lewis
Mrs. Warren S. Swann.
13, 1944, and the arrival in Mur- knows no date line—either for inTurner, Eris Cope, W. E. Clark
W. D. Lassiter
ray, was the steak dinner the fel- dividual spectators or for years in
March 28—Mrs. Charles Sexton,
Tuesday, March 27
Clyde M. Mitchell
lows enjoyed when they returned time's passage. It is perenially new
Carlos Brisoks, Leila Rose Gholmeeting
business
The quarterly
Thomas D. Moffitt
.frern the Eurepearewt,kr Area after add perennially appealing to all
son
of the WMU will are held at the landing in New York: lie deTom Moffitt
March 27—Ann Eva Blalock, Willa
love
play.
who
p.m.
2:30
First Baptist church at
J. J. McCuiston
scribed that dinner that included
C21d Preparations as directed
Groth, a for.
Rimmer
•
iam Crago
Clara
Mrs.
Murray Star Chapter No. 433 steaks, thick and juicy, with
Gordon W. McCuiston.
who
faculty,
March 28—Chad Stewart
M.S.C.
of
member
met
in regular session
Macon McCuiston
SEED
Ann O.E.S. will meet
French fried potatoes as an ac- is visiting here this week, saw the
Jones,
March, 29 --aritits
at the Masonic Hall at 7:15. There companying dish, in an enthuSW. D. McCuiston
COMPANY
Tree Major production of
Brown, Myrtle Compton
Clare
will be an initiation.
Wade McNabb
last
iastic manner. •
Ohio,
Columbus,
in
Pan
March 30--Mrs. W. E. Clark
Peter
Miss Rachael Williams, pianist,
—Buyers and Sellers—
Lester Nanney
He described several hard battles fall, and she is highly enthusiastic
will he presented in her Senior reHe in her praise of the- actqrs.and of
Preston Norman
which he participated.
ALL KINDS OF
B. V. Viers of Livingston county, cital at Recital Hall . at 8:15 p.m. in
-John D. Outland
mentioned - .the battle • f St. Lo the whole presentation.
•
,
QUALITY FIELD SEEDS leader of the Panhandle 4-H club. The public is invited.
where the major break through
Mr. and Mts. Frank Prindl, now
is providing hybrid seed corn for
•
happened • that made the oparringj residents of Murrray where Mr.
Wednesday. March 28
each of 15 members to plant an
We Are Headquarters
.The West Murray Homemakers"... -for Patton to make his run - through ryintit is a member of the College
aere of corn.
Here there was not , a imusic department, saw this comfor Seed Cleaning
Club will meet at 2 o'clock at the France.
building left standing. He gave pany present Peter Pan in PhoeSchool.
Training
homemakers
county
•
Campbell
Mrs. John Miller will be hostess Gene Cole's regiment credit for I nix. Ariz., and they too were en;
last year salvaged 1,700 pounds of
NEW LOCATION
the Wednelday bridge club at taking that town. He and. Gene tranced by the magic qt Berries
to
paper
Chronic bronchitis may develop if
fat, 31,240 pounds of waste
were drafted at the same time, play,. a
•
home at 2:30 p.m.
her
your cough,chest cold,or acute bronthe
East Main St. Phone 665..) and 20,560 tin cans.
of
chairman
December, 1943. and remained to-.I Mrs. J. I. Hosick,
chitis is not treated and you cannot
gether until a few weeks later I fellowship of the A.A.U.W. here, ,afford to take a chance with any mediLYNN GROVE. WOO9ME
cine less potent, than Creomulsicin
the.
as placed on sale tickets. for
wheii---thery_ _Were placed in sepwhich goes right to the seat of the
INITIATE LARGE CLASS OF
of Peter. trouble to help loosen and expel germ
production
taken
was
Gene
Orthcoming
divisions
and
arate
u want to remember on Easter —:.
Whoever
CANDIDATES. TUESD'AY NIGHT
laden phlegm and aid nature to
prisoner.
Pan in Murray on March 31.
love. Here is the perfect gift
'our
sen
flowers
let
inflamed
tender,
raw,
heal
and
soothe
He told with interest his Watch
— beautiful, fragrant — as lovely as Easter itself.
- Members of the Lynn Grove
bronchial mucous membranes.
in the Gremecy Forrest where .the
K. A. M. MEETING
Creomulsion blends beech wood,
Caftan of 'the Woodmen of the
• PLANTS
creosote ey.speeiai PIVCefoo with other
• FRESH- FLOWERS
the -aottrer American Army..of World War I
hosts
WZrld we
tested medicines for cougEs.
time
waited
they
Here
camped.
was
chapter
Murray
SPECIALTY
OUR
Members of
CORSAGES
camps of the county at a special
no
narcotics.
contains
several days -Patton waiting for will visit Benton R.A.M. Friday It
No matter how many medicines
meeting held at Lynn Grove on
supplies to catch up with - him.
The group will leave you have tried, tell your druggist to
evening,
Tuesday ntglat, March 20.
He recalled that on November 7 the local Lodge hail at 6:20. All Nell you a bottle of Greomulsion with
Nine candidates -received the
the understanding you must like the
from 4 to 7 a.m. the heaviest bar- members shauld attend.
TELEPHONE 188-J
Protective Degree of Woodcraft.
way it quickly allays the cough, perFLORIST
rage of the whole drive was
P.
Dunn.
Jake
mitting rest and sleep, or you are to
W.
by
assisted
Rayburn,
Waylon
•••.•••=,-.•••.......a•-••••ma....
•sa.
.em.....a.
am••gmooaa
401...ar•val•.••••..•••-•mam•omr••
thrown on the German Army that
have your money back. (Adv.)
FL T. Waldrop, Seca),
E. Clark, Burman Parker, L. C.
__..front
them.
in
of
yards
100
was
Jef'Glin
Hendon: Van Barnett.
territory that
It was near this
frey,. as officers of the Murray
Winchester'i company captured a
Camp. conferred the ritualistic
'44 V-8 truck. The vehicle was
work. A Side Degree installation
repainted and used by the men
was in charge of J. B. Blalock.
to carry supplies It was soon after
•
•
special fielfl representative. Evan
this siege that he was evacuated
C, Evans. state manager of Kentreatment.
for
tuckz. was present and made an
Pic Winchester had many in-*
intersting talk.
treating events to tell but was
A number of officers from Hazel.
He
statements
in his
modest
Kirksey, Murray. Cub and a large
guarded his information well, but
attendance Of members enjoyed a
showed plainly that he was glad
bountiful serving of refreshments
to be back home.
by the local Lynn Grove Camp at
Conduct
wears the Good
He
Isaac
the end of the. meeting.
Infantryman's badge,
Ford. new Consel Commander, as- medal. the
and two oversee stripes.
sisted by Fred Pesehallasaueat sec,
-Re Is 'a' graduate of Murray High
retary. Gordon Crouch. a Head
School and had two year's trainaCanati officer of the Stele. and
ing in Murray State Colle-ge.
others did themselves proud in
,
making welcome the visitois.
HOUSEWIVES MUST GET
CANNING SUGAR ALLOTMENT
FROM RATION BOARDS
. The Office of Price Administrasays there will be enough
tion
_
sugar to preserve as 'much fruit
A group ef the younger business
as was aetually "put up" in our
women and members of the First
homes last year. The same amount
Methodist church met Monday
of -sugar (700.000 tons, has been set
evening with Mrs. Charles Kivett
aside this year for home canning
princess
and Mrs: James Lassiter .ariti orbroalered.
as was set aside last year. Last
potty
Service
Wesleyan
the
agonised
this
or. however, 300.000 tongs-more
ond ere
Guild. The follewing officers were
bright,
Buher.
sugar than the total amount allotc Pepper, Chill
cool mamad
boned in
elected:
o
tome
cated far .home canning was bought
seha•,
bright
Prisideirt. Mrs. Ed West; viceLook
.
with gad S,V.2.95
by housewives. A large part of
frock
motels thii
Whit•
president, Miss Charlotte Owen;
this sugar agaa bought with stamp
'IS
to
Woo to
Royce,
Heron
Mrs.
recording secretary.
ssah
Sato 9
Spun
40, the home canning stamp, and
Plum.
lya
West: corresponding secretary, Mrs.
much of it was used for ordinary
Sive, oi
Henry Fulton; treasurer, Mrs. Cecil
Royal
household purposes. This year's
Green,
Mrs.
librarian,
guild
Farris;
total sneer supply is smaller than
Charles Kivett; publicity secretary,
It was in 1944. If any over-issuMrs: James Boyd; membership
ance of canning sugar were allowchairman. Mr's. Charles Costellow.
ed. it would have to come out of
Tentative .plans were made to
the amount allowed for , other
meet the third Monday evening in
home use. In 1945 ne stamps will
acoh merah.
be validated for canning sugar.
Housewives will be given . sugar
•//,'Ir://ZOWAYOW/////////////7~//////////////oW/SWitt4OttO/WAV/WASOWd•WAWAr/
,,
,
,
/A0V.I•VO,Wi.,...
„..-=ZEZMIZZZ=
coupons fof home canning by their
local boards. a•Each housewife's
•home canning sugar allotment will
be based on the amount of- canning she did last year and the
amount she plans to do • this year
She will be allowed . up to a maximum of 20'pounds per person, or
160 pounds to a .single family,
even though the family may contain more' than eight persons,
- 7

eressive double ring aceremony.
The nuptial music was given by
J. Martin Adams, and the
by Misses Ruse
canalfes lighted
Oliver anil Jackie Chambers. Attendants were Miss Ann Caldwell,
meld-of-honor, Nancy Brummitt,
niece of the bride, and
young
Luke Hennings, best man..

Strawberry Acreage
Promotion Contest'

Dr. J. J. Dorman

Wallh Drug

Happy Birthday!

•

•

•

PARKER

f

Be Quick To Tr.oat

Bronchitis

The Sweetest Way to Remember ...

SEND LOVELY FLOWERS

A

00 00 00000000

MRS. A. 0. WOODS

I

The Easter Parade Begins .
at "Brooks"

Enchanting Creations to Make of You a Picture of "Loveliness"

Wesleyam Service
i-Guild Organized

Farmer-Gibbs Dress Shoppe

FLUFF-CURL SIDE-PART CUT,
PERMANENT AND
COIFFURE
Take 'a complete Easter hair. grooming with a maehine or mac.hineless
wave, depending'oli..-Your hair texture
and need.

Ilia

nlie
c

,

CALL 789

Mable Siress Beauty Salon

May ll'arti of Ditwordoced
kidatet Actin
Modern life with Its hurry and worry,
Irregniar habit., impr,per 'entntg and
drInkiag— as risk of iimpoaure and infeir* tio•--tarokrs heavy !drain on the work
of the kidney.. They are apt to be
over-taxed and fail to Alger &mese and
and other Impurities from the life-gi•ing
blood.
You mly suffer nagging backache.
headsche, oiltsinen.. gelling up nightof
conairantly
pains, imellIng -fro/
lag
tired, nervous. all worn out. °abet sign.
of kidney or bladder dipordor are some.
times burning, scanty or too frequent
urination.
lloarie help the
Try Doun's
kidneys to pass off bffrwrftil emcees body
waste;They have had more than half s
century of psiblic approval. Are recommended oy grateful useri everywhere.

THE BROOK.SHOPPE

4.5 One nelfittor

Kathryn Dunaway
Annie Marye Adams

Mabel and

-—OPERATORS:

La Nell Siress

AWAVAYASVOWAVAWAVOrfardehiSW/AWAVAVA'AV/A4•SOWASSW/A•SSWAVZOWAWAW/VAW/AOSZ,AraX

MAYFIELD, KEN'iUCKY

DOAN'SPILLS
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per - word, minimum charge

2c

CLASSIFIED ADS

MONUMENTS

iTwo Murray Youths,
Join Navy:
Granite Works.

Wanted

No
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My Friends of
70.-\ To
Calloway County

Murray Marblear
&
I
,
East Maple St., near Depot. Telethe lall/M
Two Murray youths, Charles AlD
1-hone 121 Porter White atick
advance for each insertion.
BVRTON WILLIAMS
.
tI beat Lassiter. son of Mr asuil Mrs
Outland. Managers.
Albert Lassiter. and Joe Stanley
Milk
House Interiors
POST. WAR. As soon as aVaflable Butterworth, son of Dr. and Mrs.
i a ANTED TO BUY-Fairlat. large .
After due deliberation I
we will have -a complete line of
WAR Food Administration offiD.
been
acButterwogth.
have
mirror, possibl4out of old dres.aer.
-- have definitely decided to'
•
Westinghouse Electrical Appliance, cepted
rv dais declare that milk is pronlig
for
the
Navy
service
in
Relp
bureau. etc_ Call 334.R.
t a going. : also complete line of Gas applian- serves, and are awaiting a call to ably the most importntfoo
be a candidate forthe office
i -.
ht
I
to war overseas. Because
i
Shellane
Hotvinth
to
be
used
ch
e
lt
s
iii
report
for
duty.
Both
are
grad..
:
lil..,..
i_a ViANT TO 13111(_IY_Pewriters„ add
- :,
iN s'RE.A.SE YOUR PROFITS v. al NOTICE 7.:
. . aei.:.•
,
-g
s: of County Judge, subject to
osht q
emusaenatyialmbilukihilain
h
m
ig
Gas Purdom Hardware North uates of Murray Training School.
Approved, display. An', ne n,tik.",A 'lie, ur l• into - Machines, cash regisors and! t
::,.,.. :::“ Pa:: RCI", 1/1.'X'* Helm-as-Government
l'...ce
- - •
'
great, the milk house has beco:ne the action of the August pritt and Joe is a sophomore at Murray f
;
he
o:ie
r c
ol atn
IP • Chicks. Istilloi-urn eontiolled. Im- 1 More cows arid interested in im- I used office furniture. - Kirk A.1 5th Street - •
. 7 et. Ky..
.
mary.
on the farm.
„
proved rof years with America's proving-their miling facilities wil I Pool. 509 Main' St.. or • phone _INWA,NTED HA!R REMOVED State College.
maMy formal announcement
requirement
of
principal
A
Fort' SALE -Om: pait. of -; giaid
heaviest laying strains. R PO. sir, I, want to see a model milk house! 60.
tt I from face, arms. and legs by the
.
ern milk ordinances is that the will .appear at a later date.
farm heraca weight 301,13-pounds. ed .rnatings: Sexed ch.icka. Freej designed by Harry A. Barry. fhck7 ! ,
,
houses
method
of
Electrolysis
•
modern
walls and ceilings of milk
-the-beat -to -be •f.iusid, one wagon brooding bulletin-He1M-a Chicks, - man. Ky : that will be on display i WANTED-Fornished apartment or
Very respectfully - submitapproved by physicians T h i s
shall be of such construction as to
•
Mogial. 2in a/It A :;hape.,01,0 har- Paducah. Ky. a
Continue
- Jury:* at Swift & Co. Cream Station on i iiisuae
with two or three bedrooms I method
permit easy cleaning. Many farm- ted to you,
ermanent a n d painhiq',A'S See or write
,. . ,
East Mn Street. MurraY, Ky.. Telephone_ 1434.
ers are finding the answer to this
lp
Cyrene Williams, R.N., Phone
__,,
I 1h' Cby Hazel. Ky.. Route 1. FOR SALE -House and lot. one Saturday. March 24.-'
• lp
Upon inquiries from Iiieal busi- by constructing the interiors of
S28
•-I62-W
..quare
Call
251-J.
t,
Criaaland
.
block
(4:
lp .
3 rrulez was; of
I RAWLEIGH -ROUTE NOW OPEN
ness and professional men in re- asbestos cement board.
1
'Calloway
where
produci,
CHICKEN DINNER -In basement • in
gard
to the disseautiop of the MurFOR SALE- We have some firer
MEMORIALS
Methodist Church in Mur- I sold many vears: Real upporturay Hotel' Company •Ceepoription. aNorth Dakota Certified Colahier
i
Ftst
•
ney for permanent, profitable
ray. Monday March 26 Sponsored
Calloway County Monument Corn- owner of the National Hotel, J.
Potatoes.
and, Triumph Seed
Society of Chris-1 work.. Start
promptly.. Write pany, %ester A. Orr, sales mina- Shackelford. auditor of the corp-, bv
a the Woman's
Wauld like -to buy a_few_loadx_of
Dept.
KYC-181-K, j ger. Phone 85. West Main Street oration stated today that the Nabap .Service-:-Lynn Grove Metho- Rawleigh's,
:car corn -a-Ross Feed fore' - - lc
75c , per Freeport, III.
Price
.
dust- Church.
tf tional Hotel will continue to ope0
Extended.
Mi'.2.
.
plate.
fp "
rate in the future as it has in the
.
FOR --SAI.E-Orie 9-piere: dining
PIANO WANTED - State pric
.
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Bear
Office
to rebuild
the solo owner - and manager, Mr_
have Old_VirgInis Fruit Cakes and porch; two_downStairi'• bedthousand to old members. and We will 'pick up your old mat- i
Holland-Hart Drug Co.
Shackelford .stated.
Assorted Nuts. canned fir ship- _ rtatinaa; IWO *bedrooms
and sa7o per-thotoand to new mem
tresses and make them new. ---;
Residence Phone 341
ping -Harry :Willer. Frozea..Foods. • 0
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two
orders.
arrive
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tf
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phone 569
as shown above, or they may be
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,
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•
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Two 'thousand _acres_ Of row.crops scrubbed or scraped without damage
Murray Hotel Company
torfeep - Right across 'Street
,or
deterioration. They also hare
on the contour Were planted by 42
MS t . H sCARCE Domestic rab
,
from Training- School' and
_the advantage of, being. rodent- SOO other MONARCH Foods-all lust as Good
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White _Sweet Onion Plants,
_ ._ .show.a.___-.
A513 to America: As he was enterin.; A -•
neas and is preparing to effect Com- i Paris. Tenn.
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_ tais .divirig suit and helmet, came
March
25c .
. 3 pounds
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6th St., Pad u
•
-'
• i MAN. at a01 S
„..
out of the water from reri'air--1945.
- Seed Cobbler Potatoes WO lbs. $4.50
1 calf.. Ky.. hii a la-7-ge stock of - very
near* boat. The Scutagnaa:
f+.1.0-i- . 412e, T I nitett
Murray-41a..tenpatess
400 His. seed-Triumvir.- .,
• -- • - .
•
---.
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f carton .6 boxes, Matches.
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---- LGartit_Sualtling meditation remarked.
.ments of
President.
,
6 boxes Searehlighf Matehe.
3gic .
M29 like new He delivers free Mr 59p
"Huh! I. wish I had thought of
Take advantage of the opportunity to get your pastures anti all
gallon Stales's White
CLAUDE L. MILLER. agent Mu- that I would have walked acros,,
land not in cultivation sown in grass and legumes. You can earn up to
40c
Sirup
FOR SALE-200 tons good clover ar
tual Benefit Life Insurance Co. too."
I gallon White Silver
$6.00 an acre for seeding practice through Our Farm Program,
. .... -, „timothy mixed --Kay. S30 tier •
Office Murray Insurance Agency.
Sseet ssrup
f r b ear al Tom•a-or -Ntrasottr.
Home phone 295-M.
tf
' sorghum in quarts and gallons
Buy that extra War Bond now. i
White Dutch Clover
Blue Grass
Red Top
Harty Ball.'Fairf*Id. Iowa. 1;129p i LUST-- A wil f"Id c"n't"In'ng ph..
.
Half gallon Rex Jelly
52c .
-____ ... .
,wi3E,-.K.FR
..,...tuggaphs. French_ money. •identifi- ciiTEAbiri INF
LespeclezaKorean
Clover
Red
Rye
Grass
Grovcs
Tro-ur 24 lb s-I..,nn
cation
FOR SALE- One electric Oaks'',
6137.4
nai-nr"
Tirc7
Y- Nr°-- VICE New equipment. 24-hour,
Best
'
*4 . $1.15 .,
undro. and .mall change. Lost
Lawn and Pasture Mixture
Alfalfa
Timothy
braocter. 300 babe chick capagity.
fast. dependable Wrecker Service.
25 It". Ky Rose Hour
• 95e
, Friday pm Finder please notify
bra...acted only 2 _beinchcs „ The /first ,
.Charges reasonable. Day phone
pay cash delivered
.
25 Its Dainty Biscuit I lour
SHOO , .
Ledger AC Times.
tone I tried it I put '266 chicks i ___
•P 97. Night phone 424-Porter Mn.
• BROADBENT'S KENTUCKY CERTIFIED SEED CORN
Sat., March 23-24
Fri.
and
• zs lb.. M-42 Rest Its
.
1-11-24 isair,der a a-ncl- neverstrest 3-Wit.'*MSG *
LOST ------A,, pocketbook - Containing tory Company, Chevrolet Sales an.,
• FUNKS G HYBRID CORN
25 lb. E
Mash
51.80
•
'
,
26c
Heavy
Hens
one Buckele mctibator holding 250 1. between 3165 00 and $17000 Least 'Service.
I Ira. Bulk Oata..for t hickens 25c
•
_
2Sc
Leghorn,
egits- Hatch-and brood at home.; in the show or-artst on the -outEgg Mash in Print R.111.5.'
PLUMBING. HEATING, SHEFT Spring Chickens .
Take care of your farm and your farm will take care of you.
s . ar d .., s.-rhoney. Reason for sell- i side
28c
Liberal
reward.
Notify
3 ibs I, anova t offer in
METAL. ELECTRIC MATERIAI
Come in and see us for any of your needs, large or small.
health won't permit.- i James- Gupton at Jones Cleaners.noosters
Roosters
1Sc
large mouth jar
STOKERS---H. E.- Jenkins. TeI,
$143 Mrs"Jahn . B-Boyd. Melte 1. Mur- ,• ---„___
Eggs
31c
( haae a taanbcrn Coffee. lb
33c „..... ' a
phone 498 Mr22p- LOST-Three keys on a chain, with
Prices subject to change
Johnson. Peaberry Coffee. lb. 15c
•- •
white license holders on chain. M. D. HOLTON. INCOME TAX
,-without notice
I ants Bulk toffee fr•sh
FOR SALE
6-room house op Flinclesa please return ta Mrs. 54jir. WORK. Life- and Casualty Inst.:
/.
ak.
ground. lb
frith and Spruce Carr be seen any ble Siress.
110 North 3rti.St.
Murray', Ky.
•
• lc ance; Notary Public. See me .a
Telephott
'
e 101 .
Hi
( ream Meal
4
o
,
4-ir • arernocrn-aSee.Frid Wiirkinan a''
Half tusbet r. ream Meal
$1.15 '
Day and Night Case. - •-LOST-•-- In the' Murray, postottare Court House.
"See Ross For Seed"
Phone 441
So. 13tTi St.
Early %dams Seed t'orn lb.
t&
_4
Saturday afternoon
bill fold SEWING
MACHINES,
vacutonl
Trutt kers avorite seed ( ores. •
FARMERS RECORD AND. _ IN- caraaining - $4200 in money. gas Sweepers arid Electrit Irons reFANCY BREAK FAST
jse ceiatE TAX BOOK Complete in e:Jupons and other personal papound
paired and rebuilt. Guaranteedi
, BACON
e•..-rry "data.: Easy to' heap. *cur- pers.' Liberal reward -Mrs. Her-Qu.art Friut Jars.
service--L C Robinson. 313 North!
Your Own Hogs
From
I-piece Zinc Tops dozen
7k eis
f,
-, /farm trara.“- be:-• Far--• 0,', Ph. i
lephone 15th St
tf
Do not take chances with uncert ••
Pint trait Jars
I': 1 ,--e f -0 - Ledger s
371
- • Zone Tops dozen
65e
•'
KEMP MOVING AND STORAGE!tain weather conditions. Lot us
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COMPANY, Paris, Tennessee: HT!care for your meat curing We are
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states. House- prepared to do the complete job.
Red IF se Peas. 4 its
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hold goods rn°
RECAPPING and
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tat
Some %%lute Pe
van service in Kentucky. Tcnneir-'i and do the complete processing job
It it Rea,lT 4 r
apartna
You do not have to rent a barker to
6 bars Toilet soap
25,
VULCANIZING
furnished upstairs, over the Mur- see, Arkansas.. Alabaina, Georea,
have es care for your meat/We will
Is-or pkc
IS.
ray-Calluway_Library Private en- , Smith Carolina, North Caroliiia.I
ONE DA' SERVICE
cure: it and you can store at home
20-lta tab Lard
$3.25
trance, and bath
j.rice $2.5- Virginia. Missouri and Missis•ippi
Tabe-Repair large injuries
If you bring bucket7-10'Its
HaRRY MILLER, F/ozen Foods
operate _to other ststes with
L.dger X Times. •
Bulk Lard
• Grade 1 Tires
51.5O
Telepho
43
few days' advance notice: Call
50-lb ran Pure Lard
FOR RENT -Furni•hed apartment
•4•
ster Tower
Under the
Paris 861.. Night phone 906. A-45
• Used Tires
Pint Jae 'Nelda Lee sandwich
Mrs W H Gravesa.
Pow
• Fr-'
sa Tubes
Spread
22c•
lar Phone 39-.T.
lc
Quart Jar Wonderfluff salad
HALE SERVICE
Dressing
2.9(
The rooding of legumes and
STATION
Peanut Butter Peter Pan,
gras,,os togoher far pasture -is ...beEast Iligh.way
8 It nun., tlass
21,
., a re cornrr,erided in Pulaski counP.nt or arlyet
35c for 17 words. Terms cash in
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Swanns Grocery
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QUALITY FIELD AND-GARDEN SEED-

.

Lost and Found

1

LOOK! LOOK!-'
Will
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ROSS FEED COMPANY

Boggess Produce Co.

Doctors Were Amazed. ▪ .

For Rent

"They can hardly - believe their
microscopes,"

AN EMBLEM OF HONOR

NOTICE
says eminent PUBLIC HEALTH

The (allows'. Cnonty "oil Improvement kenoriation 1-.01 receive written hid, on the following
pie, es of acrii ultued rna.hiner,, w.ted below ;mai 2 pm . _•tnril 1. 1945.
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farm
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Tidwell's farm
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7 .ti
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•in "ai Eas
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Bids will I* re, PI% .41 on this equipment as individual
chine you are bidding on is located submit all bids to:

CALLOWAY

Try :1'

•
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n
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If 1, (1.•.ifies- farm at

d

fain:

ahea-t of IS
K.rksey
Pleaqie Indicate

the

nation's

large

midwestern

Universi-

ties, are required to study the importance

HAT YOU SHOULD KNOW

of professional laundry service in

main-

•• • •

/THE ABOVE EMBLEM that is .now

m to

being

seen

more often in,the form of a button on the lapel

COUNTY SOIL IMPROVEMENT ASSOCIATION

7)04 West Main_

of

taining public health!

"They èaii

hardly believe their micro-

coats has been referred to as "an eniblem,-thate-

scopes when they see that even such heav-

nobody knows."

ily soiled items as guaze bandages come

Murray, Kentucky
out of the washwheel germ-free and AterIT IS, HOWEVER, AN EMBLEM OF THE

Murray Live Stock Company
The Best, Market in West Kentucky
EACH TUESDAY

Standard U.

7

THE HONORABLE DISCHARGE
BUTTON

Stoc(c/Ki.

AT 2:00 O'CLOC

For the Highest Prices, Sell Your

WHEN

1100

•.-

Fed

Grain on Grass •-•ter'
•••••
Fat Cows
e
canteen, and Cutters

Nm ,..1 /its
No.

1 I :i(r

I 2.1 o-

Feeder Cattle
Mitir.eows, per head -

1?..

Throwouts

s, rat

....m.o....pr
.
*

of

laundering formulas

1 00-

I. Laundries use 4.5 gallons of water per pound of
clothei; 1.7 gallons average
at home.

YOU SEE this button being worn by men

:ed!

And we give you our pledge that it

" never will.

2. Water heat, sustained
at 140 degrees (or over)
during numerouk• sudsings,
kills miscroscopic germs.

ed their lives for our country, have been honorably

16.00-

discharged and returned to civilian life.

13.50- - 4.00- 11.70

--.4.,,

Sencl it WkV

the
•aunurti

to

Boone Laundry-Cleaners
South Side Square

This aAvertiseinent is published by

Murran.'Kentucky

7 50
;110 to 350 phuntk '

inUgiTs

15.0.0

'
14.35-

• '1

9,00- 13.60

Coin - Austin Co.
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•

. effectiveness

bacteria-killing

isfif.Li- I 1.,00

(19- .11.70"
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laundry practice places

ans of this war ... men and women who have risk-
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Short
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special emphasis on the

There are TWO BIG
REASONS why laundry washed clothes are
SAFE...

that's ONE thing the war has NOT chang-

Here

and women you know, they are discharged veter-

Tote) Head Sold

ile,".said the director of the school.

HIGHEST ORDER

AUDREY W. SIMMONS, Owner-Manager
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Not Everybody in Calloway County Subscribes
to The Ledger 8c Times,
But Nearly Everybody Reads It!
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Boys Camping
50 CARLOADS RED CROSS SUPPLIES
On Island Swim
LEAVE GENEVA: TRUCK CONVOY TO
To Safety
FOLLOW. LOCAL MEN MAY RECEIVE HELP

•

ion I

M to
office

eel to
tt pri-

.
GENEVA, SWITZERLAND — Al Approximately 10.(X10 Americans
•
prisoner of war supply train sup- are believed to be held there at
plied by the Swiss Government present, 4,000 of whom were moved
carrying fifty carloads of food, recently from Stalag Luft
R.
medicines, and bandages to a dis- C. Stewart and Oteen White were
a
point
Gerat this camp, Stalag Luft III, the
Moesburg,
tribution
many, was due to leave Switzer- last time they were hard frori
land on March 6, according ta largest American airmen's camp in
A frierie•in Red . Cross representa- Germany.
The truck cargo will include
tives hete.
--e--eratie----tiskt-aartuakaa-aeinioiy from food and medicines for the -Lubeck
Switzerland into Germany carry- area and the Karlsbad-Ma,
ing prisoner of war supplies was area whereethere is a concentra- scheduled to leave March 7, mov- tion of priseners in the
mart-h.Te supcenvey, comprising trucks
ing through Constance Meeeseurg.
plied by the American Red Cross
is
of
Munich,
north
Meersburg,
to the Inti•rnational Rei Cross, will
VII-A.
the city nearest Stalag
tses driven by Swiss. eaeutrala driywhich is a large camp with numerGerman
by
ers - accompanied
"ems divisions for various nationalguards.o
Gorses Cole, Thomas
ities.
Biwa'. Jae Rob Beale, A. C. Orr of
Cialoway county are in this camp.

lent
date.

lbMit-

•

Paducah to Get New
Air Service June 1

• •

.kaeroup of boys, under the leadA
ershin of Jimmie Ramsey and John
D. Phillips, had an interesting if
harrowing, experience last weekend. They had gefne to an Would
in Clark's river near Civerbey's
Crossing on Friday afternoon, and
had pitched their tents for a weekend camp. The heavy rains that fell
Friday night brought the waters up
so rapidly and so high that the boys
had to tie their food and belongings in the tree. tops to keep them
from beg-i,f• washed away.
On Saturday morning the group,
all of whom are good swimmers,
having received their trainihg at
the Murray State College pool,
swam through the swift and swirling waters to safety and reached
home -about noon.
Included in the group, in addition to the Lenders.'were Rat Sykes,
Zane Coleman, Tom Sykes, Wil-iam
ITootert Hughes, Oliver C. McLemore, Chad Stewart, John P. Butterworth. Gene Lovins, Billy Joe
Crass, Bill Rowlett, Harold Miller
and Harry Smith.

Memphis, March 16--Chicago
Southern Air Lines enneunced today it wiaild open a new air service betweeri Memphis and Detroit June 1„providing daily ser.vice to Paducah.- Ky.: Evansville.
Indiadepelis and Fort Wayne.
and Toledo-Ohio, .
Plans,eall for two, round
•Presi
:._asta
trips daily • betwetijk. pctroit
Hoestan, Texas, etai-Memphis and
a special round-trip Commuter service between Detroit and 'Mem,
-•
Under the new schedule thea company will offer fem. raund trips
S
daily between Memphis and Houston and three round trip; daily
twern Memphis and New Orleans.

Veteran Sought
For $4,6(X) Job
At Frarikiiirt

_
Gen. Eisenhower Medal for Boy Scouts]

Pacific Veterans
Would Return
To Former Jobs-

Prof. George Morey

With the U. S. 41st Division.
Philippines, March 15-_An Army
poll among 698 veterans of the 414.
Infantry Division which has been
in the Pacific three years with 20
months of combat from New Guinea te the Philippines, shows the
following post-war aspirations:

Prof. George Morey, Quincy, Ill.,
of the Murray State College music
department. will appear as flute soloist with' the Louisville Symphony
Orchestra -on March 30. The concert is,,one of the usual evening
serieeTheld in the WAVE auditorium. It will be broadcast over station WAVE between 9:00 and 9:30,
Robert Whitney conducting.
His professional experience includes: one year with the National
Symphony Orchestra. Washington.

One hundred and eighty would
want 'to go back to their civilian
jobs, 87 former students plan to
'return to their studies, 61 want to
win college degrees under the "G.
I. Bill of Rights." 34 intend to
make the Army a career, 45 are
going back to the farm, 12 former
tion-farraers want to till the soil.
36 ex-farm . boys look forward to
As waste paper continues to be one of the nation's critical
city wore, 50 will take technical
shortages, the War Productioji Board, through its chairman, J. A.
jobs, and 93
training for
Krug, has called upon the nation's 1,866,356 Gub Scouts, Boy Scouts
were
and their leaders tosollect 150,000 tons of waste paper during
March and April. Last year when asked to -collect 100,000 tons, the
None th,oughl the worli owes
Boy Scouts of America collected 117,000 tons.
him a living as a civilian.
Every member who collects 1,000 pounds of waste paper
(Wastebasket scraps, brown boa, wrapping pawl-, corrugated and
cardboard boxes and cartons, Matazines, books and newspapers),
Negro woman: "Sorry, ma'am;
will receive the Boy Scout-General Eisenhower Waste. Paper-Cambut l'se got 'a new job now and I
paign Medal shown above. The medal, in bronze, is suspended
kain•t do no mu' washin' and iron•
(ruin a red and white ribbon.
in' for you all."
Every Cub Pack, Boy Scout Troop or Senior Scout Unit which
Mistress: "What sort of job is
collects waste paper equivalent to 1,000 pounds per boy member,
will receive A genuine shell case returneol'from a European battleit, war kork?"
EisenGen.
by
citation
field after use which will contain a printed
"No, ma'am, taint 'zactly war
hower; The paper used in these 75-mm. shell containers or larger,
work. In my new job I ain't alagain.
used
be
Cannot
apd
processed
been•speciblly
has
'awed to work. l'se on relief"
Barnes, Kae., Chief.

To Appear With
Louisville Symphony

aae.

REAL ESTATE FOR

u4e -8=32

Woi
On Assembly Line

VIA:

Meat Supplies for
Civilians Cut

BLUEGRASS AIRLINES
Hours 9 to 5

•
Hiram Tucker Real
Estate Agency

Alfocorn Feed . . .
DeKalb Hybrid Seed
Corn . . . Field Seeds
Seed Popcorn!

Office Ill Gatlin Building
Telephones, 122 and 565-W

•

D. C:,appearances with the -Russian Ballet; three years with CBS;
co-recitalist with Lily Puns: Victor
recordinits; Fitch Band Wagon.

- Four years ago, by a retail" breaking majority in
EVERY PRECINCT in the
county, we indicated by our
vote that ALVIN H. KOPPERUD should serve us for
a four year term as- COUNTY ATTORNEY. Hut our
country waA soon destined to
fight a 'bloody .War for its
,.._.yer_y_exilttenee, and hundreds
tiiiht and
• „r- our
hosbanda, and sweethaarts,
were to leave- their homes
their loved ones to fight
and
1
1
for that right to vote and the
—_
right to liv.e-as.free men un- ashatned and unafraid.

LOCAL SCOUTS WORK _ON
EISENHOWER PAPER DRIVE

DAILY FLIGHTS TO . . .

LEXINGTON
LOUISVILLE
ASHLAND

- A course in horseback riding
will be introduced at the University of -Kende:Icy when the Spring
quill ter opvia.'
The cour'se, schedured as lighthorse husbandry. will carry four
credits and will include both lecture and riding classes.

Fellow Citizens Of
Calloway County

tads- -The)
Use our classified
,
aet the hesieese
The U.S. Civil Service Commis_Boy Stouts of Murray will join with 'other Scouts and Leaders
eiainahrinotatieed March-16 it will
thrpuehout the United States in an effort to collect 156.000 tons of waste
receive applications for the job of
paper duaang March and A-pril.
,represeetavetefans. employment
Recognizing that waste paper continues to be one of the nation's'
Neapperwer
eye with the War
criticar shoriages, the Wata- Peodiletiiin Board, 'through Its &airman':
Commission .in Praitlafort
wasteialary of 14,600 a year, plus over- J. A. Krug, called upon the Boy Scouts of America to collect
• a basket scraps, brown bags, wrapping paper, corrugated and cardboard
time.
-ac e rarm, well
Th: appaiintee will be attacheda euxes and cartons, magazines, books and newspapers.
improved; house, -tobacco
beo the •staff of - the-arse/tie ireibliCa
Eisenhower
D.
Dwight
The campaign is sponsored by General
barn, and feed barn. Good
Telephones 64
Employment Service and will.be
war
cause lie knows personally of the great need for waste paper an the
well, running water year
administratively respohsible to the
We Deliver
round for stock; 24 acres in
Back the attack! Buy War Bonds' agency for the execution of the effort. Medal
Campaign
Paper
Waste
A General Eisenhower - Boy Sceut
bottom-; 9 acres in grass, 6
agency's placement poliews..
pounds
will be-gieen to caell Cub-Scbut.or Boy Scout who'coitects 1.000
. Applicants must 'be Vilma
in oats. On good gravacres
from
discharged war veterans and reel. of waste paper during the two months. The medal, suspended
School bus and mail
road.
el
dents of Kentucky for two years. red and whse ribbon, bears a likeness of General Eisenhower with the route.'This place is located
Eisenhower
supervision
Duties will include the
inscription "War Service 1945" and "Boy Scout - General
in the Kirksey community
of registration and placement of Waste Paper Campaign," On the reverse of the medal is the inscripand is priced to sell at once
iyemp
veterans, maine•nance of
the Boy
tion. "Awarded for extraordinary patriotic achievement in
for $2,750. There is a 106ment information, and a
1945."
- Gen. Eisenhower Campaign, March - April;
acre farm, good productive
in improving working conditions Scout
A genuine, spell case that carried a 75mm. shell or larger and that land joining this farm that
:incl, increasing employment of vetbe awarded
has been rem nal from a European battlefield after use will
erans.
can be purchased for the
which has
to each Cue Pack, Boy Scout Troop or Senior Scout Unit
price, which would
same
Each
ted waste paper equivalentin,lqoe pounds per. boy member
188-acre farm, for
a_
make
paper in
will bear a printed citation by General Eisenhower. As the
$5,500. This is a real boy
used
be
cannot
it
processed
specially
these shell containers has beep
and will not stay on the maragain.
ket long at this price.
Washington. march -16--Os4put
—of the B.29 Superfortress "is comadjustThese
effective April I.
A first class up to date
ing along amazingly well." almost
discussed
ments originally were
modern house, with 5 acres
"on the nose with schedules." and
with livestock producers and, the
!and, on the Hazel highof
proa giant companion, the 13.32 Domindustry in January. They
--- —
way, one mile south of Mur'.inator, has .reached assembly line
of the ow
reduction
a
for
vide
The
.17.
March
Washington,
production. War Production Board
for qualified 'non- ray. This place can be purPADUCAH„ KENTUCKY
Government tonight announced a coil subsidy
Chairman J. A. Krug said today.
slaughterers, which chased today for a bargain.
beef
processing
suppli
meat
12 per ,cent cut in
100
He told a news conference that the
starting April 1% re- has been.'80 cents per live
civilians
for
TELEPHONE 920
country could "well be proud of
1943, to
"the lowest point pounds since November I.
to
them
ducing
•
the record."
30 'cents per hundred-weight. An
in 10 yews."
For bargains in all types
------ •
the. Govern- additional subsidy will be made
time
same
the
At
of real estate see
• It is estimated that 300 acres if
baied
slaughters
all
to
available
n-ient yielded to pressure from
Hiram Tucker
cucumbers will be grown in Whitinditheir
.cost
of
average
on
the
critics of the recently inaugurated
ley county this yew.
droves,
live-cattle ceiling program' 'and vidual
ordered a revision of the subsidy
A. •J. Daltona of Metcalfe county
scale in an effort to induce growhas purchased modera equipment
ers to market more livestock.
Subsidy adjustments will become for his bees.

Murray Consumers
Coal & Ice Co.

U.K. to Start Course
In I-Iorsebacls Riding

After serving honestly,
conscientiously, and effic-featly as- our county --Artor-,
ney for one year and nine months of his four year term,
Mr. Kopperud was called into service. Early one October
morning. in 1943 he kissed his wife and -young' son good-.
bye, and left his family, his home._his office, and law practice to join a group of Calloway County young men in
donning the uniform of our country, and is now serving
overseas.
.
fulhas
Kopperud
Lienteniint
when
We realize that
his
uniform
exchanges
and
our
duty-to
filled his
country,
for civilian clothes, he will be faced with the necessity OI
starting over again along with the other Calloway veterd
ens of this war who are fortunate enough to return to their
homes once again.. LtIce, the rest of those men he will not
ask for thanks-or sympathy — just a chance to take up
the work interrupted by a higher duty.
It is our Nation's policy to save to every Service-man
the position he left to take up the fight for our future
security. Lieutenant Kopperud has been called upon to
serve Most of the term to which we elected him four years
ago, in the Service of our country. We believe that a large
majority of Calloway County citizens want him to have
that time which was cut short by his call to Service, and
urge all fellow Calloway Countians to VOTE FOR LT.
ALVIN H. KOPPERUD FOR COUNTY ATTORNEY.
-

—Friends of-Lt.'Alvin H. Ropperud

%-

Lieutenant hopperud has filed for re-eleetion as permitted by
to
lrmy Regulations. Hourver, they do not permit military personnel
friends
pereonally parthipate In a political campaign. For that reason,
and
of Lieutenant Korperod. litho Ire intereeted in good government
ASK NO SNECIAL FAVORS IN RETURN, are -condurting this campaign In his behalf.

(signed).

e
B. le SCHERF'F'll'S.

f Political Ad ekrtiseman t
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WE HAVE MOVED THE REMAINDER OF OUR
STOCK OF FEED AND SEED TO OUR
IMPLEMENT HOUSE ON

SOUTH FOURTH STREET
OUR neighborly Standard Oil Man
Y
service
rendering
on

In order to close out as quickly as possible, we are
offering most of these items at

REDUCED PRICES

JI

•

T. TAYLOR

Seed & Implement Co.

beyond the. contract.
prides himself
to his advantage
this
learned
has
farmer
Southern
a
Many
men have served
Oil
in the more than sixty years Standard
the farm.
With tank-trucks operating -from more than 500 bulk delivery points, there's a Standard Oil Man serving your competroleum prodmunity. Take advantage of the depenckble
advice he offers
experienced
ucts he sells, and the friendly,
machinery.
your
on the maintenance of

Your Standard Oil man will be glad to give
Manual
you a FREE copy of this 64-page
on Wartime Machinery Maintenance.It 'will
help you keep your machinery in fighting trim.

STANDARD OIL COMPANY

South Fourth Street

me oes Si.-. S•001441
Non bet •015 •••••••011 •••rt C••••• denle Wag.

sewer

INCORPORATED IN

FORD cyclone
SAFETY SHINGLES
• .. HOLD• FAST IN STRONGEST WINDS

This shingle is designed specifically as a windproof shingle. The locking
notch anchors each butt securely to the lower course so that high winds cannot loosen the shingles or drive snow and rain underneath to cause leaks.
The Ford Cyclone, "locked-to-the-roof" shingle, is a sure cure' for wind
trouble and can be recommended with complete confidence for localities where
high winds are encountered.
by
The Cyclone Safety Shingle is an exclusive Ford product basked
eighty years experiencrin making quality roofing materials.

Murray Lumber Company
I .,
Phone 262

Depot Street

Murray, Kv
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OUR DEMOCRACY
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sandsto the same boat.
My boot training will be over on
Apra 21 I will have nine days

by Mat

leave and from tnere I do not
know. Hope to be sent to
School .iintriewht re. .
Phase give Rebecca my best re--

SIUMSLING-SCOCKS AND STEPPING-STONES
Each is siven a
of tools. /I-shapeless
mass, a. hook of rites,
A
And each must nialse,ere life is 1-lown,

In ThePhil pp

2-20-1e45
_
Mrs Lecha Hart:'
Al the time Ilderite this lettar
am ak, I received your letter and
was veer glad to hear from you.
St.. Murray, Ky. have not had much near.: time here
Published Every Thursday Norm at 103 North Fourth
_• . _
_
Entered at the Pust Office, Murray. Kentucky, for Transiniasioh as of late as things hat-. been (elite
tushing. "But I hope soon to be
Second Class Matter.
•
able ter heye more time to write.
Ho' are things in the old home,
NATIONAL DITO R I A L_
town', I_ surely-- watiki like- to
ASSOCIATION
drop in on a long vieit and shoot
la
the breeze for awhile. •
I ans. glad the tobacco market
THE RENTUCKY'PRESS ASSOCIATION
is very good this season .as I am
AUDIT BUREAU OF CIRCULATIONS
sure the farmers can use the. cash.
Subscript, n Ratee---In Calloway and Adjoining Counties,
. Thing; over in this part of the
$300
Elsewhere.
$2.50.
Kentucky.
In
Year:
a
$300
woods are pretty. tough net like •
51 00 per year to Servae Men Anywhere
*being at home by a long shot
Well. la•chie. as it is almost
Advartising Rates and Information About Calleway County
Markets Furnished Upon Application.
-bleak out time I will say bye
- We reserve the right ta reject any Advertising. Letters to the Editor. for no
Pfc. J M. Morris
or Public Voice items which in our opinion is not for the best interest
Editor's Note: It has been reportof our readers.
ed that Merritt was in the group
that libearted the Arneriean prisVote to Protect Highway Funds
z_lcw weeks
,
oners at the camp e,

f

A stun,
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FOOD RATION STAMPS -GOOD
0E6.1944 JAN.1945

FEB.046 IMAR.19411APR.1945

RED

gards and tell her to remember
me to John Thomas:in:her letters.
Again let me thank you for the
very nice letter. I will welcome
one at any time.
Sincerely
Buel. Jetton
Editor's Note: Glad to have a

us- block or stepping-stone.'
-R.L.SMARRIE

STAMPS

..Cc
GOOD THRU APR.26

note from aou. Suet We will be
teolang for you April 21. Your

TIJ

GOOD

attitude toward the service is commendable I saw your little daughters playing in the yard Sunday.
They looked mighty sweet-1- H.

Passenger-Car Tire
Quota Cut 600,000

1

MAY 1948 JUNE 1945

i

FROM MAR 4

THRU JUNE 30

The wartsaws mil become good in Aprdl

BLUE STAMPS
GOOD THIN

MAR,51

GOOD THRU APR. 28

Washington, March 17.-The Office of Price Administration today
0000 THRU JUNE 2
ordered a deep slash in passenger
tire allocations for April because
GOOD FROM MAR
of an acute shortage of the vital
THRU JUNE 30
carbon black.
ingredient,
tire
ago
.7"
stomps .n11 become good to Aloft/
mut
The
only
that
announced
agency
The
amend
constitutional
A measure -in the.form of a
1.000.000 tires will be available for
.2•7
ment is to lie presented to the .voters next November / Ft Bliss. Tat.
rationing next month, as compared
is
who
evrybody
of
-king
bat
the
Hart:
deserves,
George
Mçe
that
and
SUGAR STAMPS
Mr
a measure
with 1.600.000 in March. Steps
a
interested in the road system of -Kentucky and in the Mv dear tends.;
the
increase
to
taken
have been
1111j6Alt ?., GOOD THRU JUNE 2
r hyde you are both well ,and
postwar highway building program particularly.
carbon black output.
rectiveo
I
ago
days
few
A
hiipøv
Mothe
including
organizations.
of
lumber
A large
T. Cancel Old Certificates
Another stony,ertl Decome good May /
etter from- my wife saaang
Because of the general seriousto; Clubs in various parts of the state. have formed the had written her a real nice letter.
ness of the supply situation, all
Good .Roads Federation for the purpose of promotin t . 1 want to say to- you. Mrs }fait.
tire rairtm certificates dated earlier
CsercEsscy STREWN sruratu. NO-BLOCKS OF WASTE AND
CLIP THIS CHART FOR FUTURE REFERENCE
public interest. in this amendment during the next ,
that I appreciate yew having so
than last December 1 will be can
-EXTRAVAGANCE -LA7ANESS IN THINKING AND DOINGmonths. The measure in simple terms. prohibits the
much interest in my family.
celed on April 1. OPA said. 'DrivCAN MAX! OUR ROAD TO PEACE AND POST-WAR SECURITY
sion of fluids- derived from gasoline tax and license taxes
guese you arid George are iik
SeanYER- MORE DIFFICULT.
ers - holding stale certificates may Republic;- a game, "What Are I'••? Saturday. allarch 31.
just
„Itate.•
had
the
You
'of
fund
taone
new
your
highway
ing
from the
iarflar time for the club to
-TRane
use them' until .that time if they was enjoyaaaby 'all present,
LETS PAVE THE WAY WITH WELL-WROUGHT iNDIVIOUlgt
' At the last Legislatura-sav,eral bills we introduced moved when I left.
meet was changed to second
can locate tires.
STEPPING-STONES OF THRIFT- WAR BANDS, LIFE INSURANCE,
presented'
Rowland
Rachel
Miss
After that date they apply for a attractive booklets of the show. day ira each.
èekffig TVerl-higiSAIrrttilids fir Wear45ther thin the ..wint-netn,,seimeslr you born
SAVINGS ACCOUNTS-OF ALL-OUT ENERGY IN OUR WORKsincerely.
new certificate, but OPA Caution- "Peter Pan" which is produced by
maintenance and -building al highways': It is- hoped I. '•
OF ALERT THINKING ON THE PROBLEMS THAT LIE AHEAD The next meeting vein be Tues.. •
-ed that -these-wile be issued 'ordy the childrarias. Theatre
Ifl, aat-2' -oarlock:a- The"TiFOT
-Ter-AVM
- ----through the amendment to put a stop/to this sort of action
EACH WELL-MADE, WELL-LAID STONE HELPS SMOOTH - to -the most essential drivers."
York and is tit be shown at the ron call is to be answered by •a
in the future and keep highway fun/as where they should 1,
Somewhere . In the Philippin- si.
OUR PATH TO VICTORY AIWA SECWEFOTURE BEYOND.
• 'Murray State • Callege auditorium quotation from some famous mae
far strow-suc- itigkeyaggigf---byinegt;
_
Suedaya Fea -25.
•
FAXON HOMEMAKERS MEET
At their meeting the other evening, the Northern Dear Lo:hie- .
WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON _
kentuck-y=ltator CIO) dixer,v,/<-went-bri- record iniciorsiag .Reeetved your letter an-d-1 sure
•
Faxon Homemakers Club met
mare
the
of
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Nearly
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every
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March
school
the
at
Wednesday.
14,
all of tfiem underkand 'English. upeii the body politics.
during the ensuing m9iihe to work for adoption of the Saturd,:y r.:41'.': might have found a and
Who Said "Taint Gona Rain No More"
they.. sure hate ,thos•• •Japst, I He that fights for the unfortun- building. The meeting was aalled
„...._aple,n.dmext at the p •. The club also will work closely bunch. of the group at the Club amea-iavathataleatiaie any kaki-by..
•
order
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president.
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•
peopti
ettrZ
e
I have observed. in my short span of life, that nobody beige
with the neTv---tir- itii:iiils Federation and Will endea-vnr -Heine obaerranta-the. ranee Cn. ahem eutier...Tue Flutippows are sympathy from the many active roll call was answered with Bible
night in daing the Beer Barrel
the rain; hom ever, I see many prosperous farmers folcontrol
their
ajace
to
backOryianiaatiens
. to arouse other oval
ivaivstion thrifty not -affected. But as age quotatems and minutes were read
Polka or Ulna Carter's. 'lily the ch'sest approach to,
io.. after the %%rather man has done his job, and make very
secretary_
the
by
man,
average
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upon
creesei
ing behind the amendmont.
time.
long
a
al
seen
rve
Moo . I shall never forget tha t
good crops. Had to change their plans. but %%coked uith the
Wi-bolfeve that every fair-minded citizen will want
. I enjoyed your letter very mnelt. synip ohy and tolerance manifest The club heard a very interesting
„4„411_713sapartng .the' Chair
_weather_
often disting the land before turning it, running furs _
Piwork"
I
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ort‘t_avill
eai.eastuaiateeemee
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amendment
the
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• - it+ east .-vottext-its41--for
in
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- am _same teere
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i --roux to let off the surface water on low lands; have niort
me again seen. Give my regards to travel many - thorny paths in for the Shp Coyer".
for g ing support for it by, otisrs. Kentucky must accuA poem was read by Mrs. Vera
plant land ready, and even N it is dry in May. plenty of
oe.,rge -and say hello to my early days.
• mujate all the highway funds it can muster nut only for the fri:ndliest people rye. ever
There is nothing new written- Adams: sdng. Battle Hmyn of.the
.
friends.
mans'
plants.
to
ready
pal-tic:a
funds
in
youniptere
The
have
to
also
but
seen
itinwn- road program.
....
but we may re-read, and profit by - - • Siete rely .
I have 3.000 yards More canvass that I did not expect to
• /Match federal grants when postwar construction starts.
Pfee James R. Allbritten the teachings of Abe Son a-f God.
get, In Nashville I got a right smart of goods that folks can
hobs: t
side- of the court'
Any diversn of these funds defeats these aims.
Utter,. Note: Rudy. we are notion.- of the ineek and loseiy, whose
use - scone very desirable - some not.
-NentuCky Post. abeta It Liens. lets show the pM- forgetting you here We rernein,/
words have not been empraved upOne thing I notice when people say. "Well, it, lust don't
tune sometime and let the public la_r the g.--4 times we had years on or these. patriatchs who were
just for eld times silk°. ape -and Whet, you fellows re- end-wed to hand dewn -to future
gee it
salt me." %Mesh might be so. others say ell cant use it." abide
Civilians At NX.ar
In .many cases in „effect, they .acknott ledge they don't need
turn we will try to get things go- sane-rations the .doctilnes of tail111,+%. day Is coming_ and with it
ft Math
--sigiert-for--Mi-the-CatHaveriyarte irstanLe• arid brotherly love -toward
-- The Government needs and asks its citizens in this- Elite
BURTON WILLIAMS
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Cochrum Brothers Arc In Uniforms

-WITH THE 38TH,•INteeNTRX
ON .BATAAN-Pile.
DIVISION
Herman Witty of Murray: Ky.,
served with the 149th Infantry
Regiment which battered its way
across the Zambales Mountain
range to seal off the Jape- from
Bated) Peninsula in a drive launched by the 38th "Cyclore" Infantry - Division, now known as the
"Avengers of Bataan".
When the irk of transportation.
arose. due to the Japanese blockZag Pass, Pvt. Witty
ade of
procured a natiVe caraboa and
cart from a Filipine and. loadedhis
section's weapons and ammunition
and they proceeded on with their
,
advance.
Pvt. Witty has been • in ths army
few years and has been overseas
Tmore than a- year --serving in Hawaii. New Guinea, and the Philippines. He has been -awarded the
Expert Infantry Badge, and is entitled to wear the American Defense, Asiatic Pacific, and Philippine Liberation Riblems.
He is' the son of Mrs. Jewell
Witty of Murray.

WITH TROOP CARRIER
COMMAND IN -NINTH A. F.
9

•
.

Frank R. Cochruni, S 1-c, son of
Mr and MILL _Betsy Cochrurnof
Route 3. is at Selene"
He enteied tin' service Nov. 1942
and was assigned to the Coast
Guiird. He plays ball on the Cotret
Guard team And has be`enT6-.every
MtLi•achusetts in
_ air station iti
_games.
--He-- graduated feign Hazel High
School in 1940, and was are aU--- He
star athlete 'of thezel„
also attended Murray State_ Cols
lege. He. worked in-defense Work
in Coniwctiout for a year before
induction. He was sept
ileeete_Sir V -.fair-his Ji
training atiale later- beinassact ueetts.
Seam LothrunteS rnethee-H- Ifi
receipt of %serener newspeper clippings from all over the- United
States in whictiSeeman Coc:hrum's
abailltj lei,ftify ball is praised -by
leading. sports writers_ In all the
games played by his Navy team
,Cochrum has been high scorer.-

u.k.zer

•

*

Another,son of Mr. and Mrs, Bury
Cochrum is Pfc. Bobby Gene Cochrane who was inducted August:
1943. and went tic Oregon for his
first training. After five months
there_ he event to a port of embaekation and left for over seas
March 24. 1944, landing in Ireland,
later going to - England and to
France where, he is sieving as
France with the Third Army he
was wounded and awarded the Purple 'Heart on July 11, and was
returned to England where he was
hospitalized. After Jour months in
Wilif - back- TO
• Thiiefettars
IT
ee where hesteeserving

E. B. MORGAN.IS
WITH THE 38TH DIVISION ON 1.-GUSSIE ERWIN JOHNSON
SECOND LIEUTIINANT
BATAAN-- pvt. Frank Cook, of RECEIVES HONORABLE
FROM U. S. NAVY
been DISCHARGE
Kentusky, has
Ay-Services Forees Training -Murray,
I Coster. Camp Barkeley„ Tex.., Mae .Infantry
Combat
the
awarded
1' Me-eSpethale-eArnong those who
Badge for pal ticiparion in the batlodey received commissions
15-Lst
with-the
tle-of Ziedwege.Piess
-eecorret- tieuteramts iii the Med-feed•
Infantry.
Administrative Corps at the Camp
-13arlritTey Offieer Cehellslate Schoen-• Ps:t.'Cook is the son of Mr. And
greidwatien wao Adger B. Morgan, mrs. Tahney Cook who resire at
27; son of Mr. and Mrs. Ire E. Wir1, Route 3.-Murray. Prior' to his ent
gam ,of .19 D. Taggirt Street,
1 I try intoothe army in April, 1941,
Chatlestate 1. Eletitenant 1Wer: •
; he engaged in farthing.
gen formerly rtailed at Murray.
more
for
overseas
Cook -has been
ia a gradual-.- of Mureay
Ky,
!. than a year in the Central and
Stele College.
southwest Parefic theatre. He also 1
',olds the philippines Liberation t'
SERVES WITH INFANTRY
:Pacific ribibbon and- the Asiatic
eon with two campaign stars.

Cohoon-Brothers-Serve Paratrooperw, Navy
'

,-v
S-Sgt. Joe N. Cohoon, son at
Me and Mrs. Eupheey CohoOn of
Murray, Route 8. entered the army
in March, 1943. Be trained at Camp
Swift, Tex.. Loujeiana, Ft. Leonard
Wood. Mo.. and Cslifornia. He was
transferred to the paratroopers aril
sent to Ft. Henning. Ga, for special training, going-- later to Camp
McCall.- N. C. for, advanced training.. Upon the completion of this
course. he was seat esterseas landing in. France early .in February.
1945. He writes he is fine and glad
to be over seas doing his hit.

SERVING IN THE 9TH ARMY

Otis D. a:omen, Hee ese. is„see
youngest son et Mr. and Mrs. Euphrey Cohoun. He entered the service
In November, 1943. and went first
to Great Lakes, later to Miami University. Oxford, 0. where he took a!
course in radio. Gradualing from
this training he went to Norfolk,
Va. for special training.
In New Orleans he was assigned
a shin and is now in the South- Pa-care on en-LS.T.

;Mr. and Mrs. Johnson have returtles' So Detroit where they have
gone into defense work.

WITH THE FIRST ARMY

s
SERVING OVERSEAS

Pte. K. _Oath.) Bailey, the son of
Mr and Mrs: Ernest 'Bailey; was'''.
inducted int() the artily ice, 1943'1
and has beerteover sea for-- more-H-441nm treyeae.
• He Is With the Ninth' Aral'With j
the Field Artillery and is in Ger- I "
He has Igkeg_ part in maAy
major - battles- rend wears battle -.
decoratiens.
Before being inducted into the I f.
service, he was with the T.V.A. en-1 .
gineers. He is married to the f(e
mer Miss Thelma Riley, daugh of Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Riley.

Msr
FJAsOn. Sen
- Eels
and Mrs. Albert Ellison of Penny,
has betel moved 'nem '2 hospital
in France to one in England.

We sell the world's best fertilizer - FEDERAL
- it will drill. Why not play safe by letting us
book your order.

Below is listed a few of the many FIELD SEEDS
we,carry.

Km-ran Leapt-de:a • Seed Popcorn
Rape
Kobe Lespedeza
Cow Peas
Common Lespedeza
Virginia Brown Soybeans
Red Clover
Kingwa Soybeans
Alsike Clover
Odgen Soybeans
Sweet Clover
White Dutch Clover Arksoy Soybeans
Jarvis Prolific Seed Corn
Red Top
Jarvis Prolific Certified
Timothy
Neal's Paymaster
Ky. Blue Grass
Tenn. Red Cob
Orchard Grail
Funk G HybridsRye Grass
Farmcraft Hybrids
/Millet, German
U. S. 13 Hybrid
ea

Parker Seed Store
Telephone 665

Murray, Kentucky

-NEW LOCATION
Across Street from Stockyards
South Second Street

‘.

Pfc. 'Bailey is a graauate
Murray Training School. He- wears,
the European Campaign Ribbon ,
with four stars for participation in
four major battles.-

•
rise Itotson. sop

of Mr. ano ,sars.
N. P. Hutson. has recently been
prometed from Pvt. to T-5. Dan
is stationed in New Guinea, with
the Communications Department.
Mrs. Hutson. the former Miss Emma Sue Gibson. is in an Francisco
where .she is doing radio work for
the Office of W*Information.

-

PFC. JOHN suft'rer-VISITS MOTHER
Pfc. eel= Burton., een of Mrs. '
Maggie Burton. ILizel. Route 2,
near
injury
serious
suffered
Aachen.
•
l %eing
et
pitalized in England bef:
sent back to the United States.
Pfc. Flurten.ls visiting his, mother,
S. Beaaton Fitts, husband at and veill.report to Nichols General
Mrs. Flay Henry Fitts, entered thes Hospital in Iseeisvine for further
•
service in December. 1942.
treatment at the conclusion Ed his
With an armorea envision.. he furlough.
trained at Camp Bowie. Tex. and
Other members of the family
was transferred to a recconneis- Who joined Pfc. Burton for a visit
sance squadron and left for over- here were his sister. Mrs. Ora Ray
seas' service - in December '44.
of Louisville, and his breathers.
Before entering the service, Sgt. Connie Swam of Detroit and Sgt.
Jim Burtem of LoUisville.
Fitts engaged in farming.
.410

•

1
4"

_Pvt. McClure's wife, the.former
Miss Hattie: Mac Maupin. end their
twee children. James Thomas, awl
Lois Fey, reside at 209 South Ftfteenth street.

We arf also'booking HYBRID SEED CORN orders.

WOULD APPRECIATE YOUR BUSINESS

- 4

Mr.-and Mrs. Rudy Hendon received a telephone Call from their
Pvt. W. T. McClure. sone of Mr. i son, Staff Sergeant Robert, L. Hen'
McClure of 209 don, last Friday saying that he
and Mrs. Alton
South Fourth street. is at Camol had nrrived in the . United States
nfor hospitalization. Sergeant
1_He
Beak, Calif, -He wait inducted
August 1, 1944. and took his first don called from an eastern U. S.
training at Ft, Leonard • Weod, -Port. but did not know at the time
Moe He is with the engineers and 110 what hospital he would be as.
weatts a medal ter expert rifle . signed.
was • seriously
Hendon
1- "Sgt.
nitirkleha tish i p.
Pvt. McClute is a graduate of wounded in action about the last of
Fatten High School and befere in- December and was hospitalized in
to the
duction was employed by U. S. En- England before being sent
States.
gineers in Paducah,..

We are now located across the street from the
Murray Stock Yards in building formerly occupied
'by J. T. Taylor Seed Company: At present we have
a very good supply of most all FIE1113 SEEDS. The
government advises farmers to actept early deliveries of fertilizer because of shipping conditions.

•

Pvt. James Norvis Cathey, son-et-Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Cathey of Marray. is at Oceanside. Ca. at Camo
Pendleton_ tie entered the ser%ice Sel:Pterilleer, 1944 and went to
TraelS Island. ,S. C. for his basic
training and from there to _New
Ries%Nee. __alai_ Then to OcesitSside
to await over sea eerVice. •
Pvt. Cathey is with the Infantry!
-Ffi*-h-Sebbol
He atteneled Kirksey
and before inductibn was a care
leres Wesits a badg• Inr:-rxpert riflery and basic medal
and bayonekbadge.

•

L. ELLISON IN
ENGLAND -HOSPITAL

MOVED!

•

Gussie Erwin Johnson. Selman
1-c. has received a medical di_ e charge from the navy effective
February 1. Seaman Johnson unteered for service on Dec. 25,
1942--trieDeeroit. and has been nn
1 active' duty in- the South Pilei
He is -married tte Ms's. Zet42. Ga.1 gus Johnson. daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Rob Gargus, Meirray,' Route

S-Sgt.. Cohotan attended Murray
Training School and was a rnmber
.of The Future Farmers.

evir. K.

•

•

Pvt. 'Ellison Wee eiedfected.
December, 1943. and has been
He writes that he -Is doing fine
oversee since July_ 1944. geeing-to sebeel-eaela day-and takand- 'Beseree
ing tests. same as he did at home
before being hospitalized fii juanHe attend el Hazel High School
dice and foot infection. He is un•
and would have graduated in this
T-Sgt. Bob E. Irvan. son of Mr. able to la"e up.
-.
year's- cheese • -and Mrs. Pat C. free* formerly ,of
Pvt. ElliSorriiiiirntleA-- eirksey
Ile was a member of the Future Murray but now of Cincinnati. 0.. Fret Setoof and-before induction
Farmers and owned some fine tat- was inducteet into the service in engaged in farming.
We took his basis: He is married fa the former
tle Which he, left In his father's -Mey. 1942.
training at Kesler Field. Dunellan.
care.
Miss Marienna Certer, daughter of
-.11musla Bascam5 son of Mr.
Fla., going- -to- Califeenea -foeirPte-OLLIE 3, S?AiWR
e is
Mr.`and Mrs. Ivan alter.
to
back
then
and Mrs. Wallace Baucum. was inand
training
vance
AERIAL GUNNER IN ITALY
parents.
her
of
home
the
at
ducted into the st.rvice in October.
Florida. After a brief stay at Ft.
15TH AAF IN ITALY . Newly-- PFC. C. W. L. OUTLAND
inmro
basic trfa
1943. t F
Wayne. led., he went to a port of
arrived in the Mediteeraneen thee- IN DRIVE AGAINST
Boyd has return- in
0
1st Lt. E
Heortrescei'ed
erribarkation. He left for over sea
. ter of,, operations, CPI. 011ie J. JAPANESE POSITIONS
ed to Seraseta Fla, following a there to Ft. Meade. Md. where he
service in November, 1941 .
'Smirks, 24. if 204 E. Meth St.
WITH THE AMEHICAL INFANT-Sgt. Irvart is with the Ninth 10-day furlough spent with his remained Several weeks before
.Murray, Ky., was recently assign- TRY DIVISION SOMEWHERE IN
Lt. leaving for ever sea duty. He
ed as a aerial gunner to a veteian THE PHILIPPINES -Pfc. C. W. Air Force add with a troop carrier mother. Mrs. J. W. Shelton.
in L Outland. Murray, Ky., infantry command. He has been in combat Boyd is with the Medical Depart- went fiest to England, going from
bomber squadron
'liberator
there to Belgium vithese he was a'sservice for man' months and las ment of the Air Corps.
Italy.
veteren ef one jungle campaign, is
----,
signed to ths First army with the
badges and- citation.; ;tor
received
Commended- by Et Cal. William now participating
drive
in a
enfantry.
TRAINING IN CALIFORNIA
E. Snowden of Denver: Colo_ Cpl. against strong Japanese positions. bravery..•
Sparks' pew outfit' has served 14
...While- in England he saw his
This week his parents reCeivei
browning
a
soldier:
, The Murray
Months ire the Italian campaten
medair
to
brother-in-law Sgt. T. C. .MeCuiss
notice that in addition
autsgreetic riflernne, has-been workand has flown more than 200 longton but :since that tunic has not seen
previously awarded he hal Yeals
must
supplies
where
ingointerram
rangee high-altitude bombing misAny one he knew in Calloway.
- the Bronze Oak Leaf Clutbe carried in packs. where only ceived
sions in fhe years len e Allied air
achievement
meritorious
for
ter
has a brether,
Pvt. Beueum
foie troops can find and hit the
chive against Germen heavy inin
aerial
Percy Itiusum, in training in Arie while . participating
entity.
dustry and oil supply.
flights.
,.201144, and. a brother. Charles. who
This is- the veteran Americal DiA graduate of 'Murray High
•
Irvan graduated . from
T-Sgt.
. received a discharge a few months
thg
campaign
against
third
visions
School and a former studelit at
Murray High School and Mura•ay
ago after two years in service.
The infantrymen met'
Murray Siete Teacher., eelicee: Japanese.
State College leasing for the army
Two brothers-in-law. Pfc. Conan
time
first
the
for
enemy
the.
MM Cpl. Sparks entered tic Air
just after the completion of his
nie Steele is in Russia, and Sgt.
again on
. Corps en September 30, 1942. H.• Guadalcanal and fought
.
eielege work.
1 . T. McCuiston in Germiny.
t.P ctde'd ieee iii gunnery sehool 'it Berugaieeville before corning to the
He has one brother. Pfc. John T.
_ELL and. preview' Philippine's.
Tendell
Gerin
First
the
Army
with
Irvan
12141
iiirineheseer.
A.
.lsLLtP,
..assuesinene lei eurideat. cluSePic, Outland :is the, son of ,Mr. many.
seeing
brother.
A
.Jack
in a hospital
I infantry. 9th Army
with the leth Air. Ferias he was and Mr= Elue le Outland of Mur- Irvin, is a student of the sixth
in England as a result of slight
grade at Murray Graded School,
shrapnel wounds which he receiv.10•111.11MIMIM."
ed in the left leg about March 7.
Pt
Lieutenant Winchester has been on
IN GEN. PATTON'S ARMY
IM Urentefoiteebeeettea month.
-

"'•

•
•
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Sgt. Treantan MeCalston, son et
Mr. and Mrs Chris McCuietant of
Concord, was inducted into the
army - In April. 1942. He "received
his basic training at.Fort Bragg, N.
C. going from there to Ft. Custer.
Mich. whefen'fit - trained for four
months. He also trained at Calnp
Phillips. Ran.. Nashville. Tenn.
and Camp McCann. Miss.
He left for over sea duty in
August, 1944. He was assigned tel
General Patton's Third Army.
Sgt. McCuiston attended Concord
'High Sehoel. He is married the
former Miss Fay Baucum. daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Banrum who. resides with _her husbane parents during his absence.
'
TASS HOPSON RECEIVES S, .
HIS mors WINGS
.
.
.......
Enid Army Air Field, Okla.Aviation Cadet Tassanilla Hopson.
22, brother of Mrs. J. A. Outliffid,
Murray, has been awarded his silver pilot's wings and appointed a'
second lieutenant in the Army Air,
Forces --Upon completion of his
twin-engine advanced erainidg at
this advanced unit of the AAF Flying Cammand.
He received a bachelor of science
degree- at Murray State Chllege in
1943.

Keep that bird
in the hand!

eas

*ad"'
ene.

It won't be worth two in the bush if
you cash it in -that War Bond, we
mean.
It won't buy your boy, or your neighbor's boy, enough extra ammunition
maybe to save his life,,,if you cash it in.
e
Jeddle Cathey, S 1-c, kg now at
. Boca Chace. Fla. Seaman Cathey,
the sort o? Mr. and Mrs. George
Cathey of Stellee_entured the service in February. 1944, and took
Lakes.
Pvt. Gene Dale :Wohnndro, 19. son his boot training at-Great
of. Me, ,and Mrs. Fent Mehundra. ! On completing his boot training,
Murray. Rotite,2, is now in France. he spent a short leave here with
He was:.-drafted from Calloway hie wife the farmer Mimi Eula B.
county on February 11. 1944, and Thomas and daughter Reba Jo, a
trained at Camp . Butner.,. N. 'C. iienior at Murray High School, who
Before entering the service he at- reside in Poplar Heights.
Seaman Cathey before entering
tended McCuiston . and Almo High
the serstice was ti contractor_ and
Schools.
Pvt. Mohundro has been over- decorator. Searnan Cathey is exHe 'IF pected home_ for a leave before
seas since January 1945.
many weeks.
with the Quarter Master Co

'It won't pay you $4 for every $3 you
invested... if you cash it in.
So,please-besides buying all the extra
Bonds you can scrape the pennies together for-bold onto the War Bonds
you've already bought!
on for dear life! Keep that
bird in the hand!

It won't help bring that final victory
nearer. ,,if you cash it in.

•

e

Yes- hold

War Bonds_to have and to hold

Peoples Savings Bank
Member Federal Deposit Insurance

Corporation

•

•
•
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This month thousands of Americans
will receive millions of Extra dollars
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March, 1935, thousands of Arriericans invested in the new U S."Baby Bonds."
These Bonds later became the United States
War Bonds you buy today.
In March, 1945,this month,these thousands
of Americans will receive a total of over S36,000.000... the full maturity value of those
Bonds.
In

People of foresight, these thousands of
Americans. People who can recognize the best

bargain in the world,too...one which pays back
$4 for every $3 they invested in these Bonds.
But above all, people with a plentiful amount
of common sense, Who realized that in order to
reap the fullest harvest from their investment,
they must wait until their Bonds matured before cashing.them in.
.•
They realized that to cash them in before
their time was like throwing good money away
—money that was coming to them only if they

held on to their investment.
,That's something for you to think about
whenever you are sorely tempted to cash in one
of your Bonds before maturity date. You reduce
the size of that fat nest egg. You toss away
something which can play a big part in your
future.
So, when you buy your Bonds, stick 'ern away
in a safe place ... and forget about 'em until
their time has come. It pays off in the long run!

KEEP FAITH WITH OUR FIGHTERS.x.11.UY WAR BiONDS FOR KEEPS!
This space is a contribution to ktnerica's all-out war- effort by the follow
ing reputable and progressive
Berry Insurance Agency
A. B. Beak &
Boatwright & Company
Bank of Murray
Blue Bird Cafe
Boone Laundry and Cleaners
Collegiate Inn
Corri4tustin Company

-r

Crass Furniture Company
Calloway County LThnber Company
J. H. Churchill Funeral Home
Doran's,Loose Leaf Floor
Dale & Stubblefield Drug Store
Pay and Night Cafe
Economy Grocery
C. E. Farmer & Company
Farmer & Gibbs Dress Shop

Frazee, Melugin & Holton Ins. Agey.
Gladys Scott's Dress Shop
Growers Loose Leaf Floor JACK FARMER. Mgr
Hendon's Texaco Station
Johnson Appliance Company
Love's Studio
Littleton's
Murray Lumber Company

—

NUf ray

businesses:

Murray Paint & Wallpaper Company
, Murray Fashion Shoppe
Murray Hatchery
National Hotel
National Stores
Parker Seed Store
Peoples Savings Bank
Rudy'i Restaurant

•
Shroat Brothers Meat MarketStokes-Billington Motor Cbmpany
Superior Laundry and Cleaners
Lubie F. Thurmond
J. T. Taylor Seed and Implement
Co
Varsity Theater - .
Western Kentucky Stages
West End Grocery
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FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
1 HAZEL CIKUUff METHODIST
these have-contributed itfi- "WHY BAPTISTS DO NOT
'
nesenneenesionniervoloreenosseesen
Samuel C. McKee, Pastor
CHURCH
measurably to the -program of OBSERVE EASTER"
74
Improved
I
A. G. Childers, Pekoe
their church. • Jesse Roberts, friend
9:45 am. Sunday School
of both pe,stor .and church, sums
Next Sundayseeening at 7:30, at
Uniform
10:00, a.m. College-Navy Class.
South Pleasant Grove
it up: "I know nothing to accourit the MemoraleBaptist Church, PasIn ternalionai II
nose
-nes
.
Teacher: Miss Ella Weihing
Sunday School at 1030 a.m Hat,
for the mnrvelous growth except tor, I. W. Rogers will discuss the
11:00 a.m. Morning Worship See- _
old Brnact, superintendent.
the leadership of the pastor and a subject, "Why Baptists Do Not Ob.:'
vice.
- Worship Service at 11:30
.M
ss real program of work. He has not serve Easter". A discussion of this
Sermon: "Who is Thisr'
_ been aftaid to launch oin in great subject will necessarily involve a
By HAROLD L.
0- ja,- ___ .first and third Sundays.
Institute of CI;isago.
IASNDQUIST.
The Westminster droir will Of The seenity Bible
Hazel Church
undertakings. He uses no pres- discussion of why we observe the
FIRST METHODIST CHURCH
MURRAY CHURCH OF CHRIST
Released by Western
Newspaper Union.
a-.
sing
Sunday Schooj at 10:00 a.m.. Win
sure except faithful preaching and Lord's Day rather than the Jewish
T. H. Mullins, Jr., Minister
Sixth and Maple Streets
4:00 p.m. The Westminster Choir,
ham Oshron. superintendent.
teaching. Co-opeartion of the Sabbath. The church and pastor
Harold Watson, Minister
.,wprstup Service at 1.1:00 a.m.
. a assisted by ether eellege Ana
people is the result of spirit-led extends a special invitation to
9:45 A.M. Sunday School
Lesson for March 25
dents and faculty will render
•
second Sundey and at 7:30 p.m
leadership."
every one who have a desire to
10:50 A M. Morning Worship
Bible study at 945 a.m.
texts
Lesson
Scripture
seGounod's
"Saint
second
Cecilia
Mass".'
subjects
and
and
Sundays.
fourth
know the teachings of the Scrip6:00 P.M. Methodist Youth FelWorship 'with
communion at
.
c
l.
e c tectetia
.
ntd iu
coni
yirothted by International
The
publie
is
cordially
ievited
Youth
Fellowship at 6:45 mm, ..,
persuasion.Education; used by
tures on the above subjects. , lowship
- 10:50 a.m. and 7:30 p.m. Subjects:
to
attend
this worshipful serMasons Chapel
630 P.M. College Vespers
"Weak Stakes," and "God's Ordinvice oaf song.
Sunday School at 10:30 a.m.
7:00 P.M. Evening Worship
THE LAST WEEK
- NOTICE!
7:00 On. The Westminster Felfirst, third and fourth Sundays
E. H. Howton. Sunday &keen SupPrayer meeting Wednesday ev- 1,,
wship
and at 2:00 p.m. second Sunday.
erintendent
LESSON TEXT-Matthew 21'6-11.
cuing at 730 .
All persons intersted in the Sink()OLDEN TEXT-Blessed is he that Willie Criiip, superintendent.
C. B. Ford. Superintendent
of
We cordially invite yots to ating Springs burying ground are
Worship Service at 11:30 a.m.
MEMORIAL BAPTIST CHURCH cometh in the name of the Lord: HOAdult Division.
tend all services.
Revival services for
Banns in the tughest-maabew 21:9.
Martins requested
to meet there Friday
fourth Sunday and 3:00 p.m. secI. W. Rogers, Pastor
Max B. Hurt, Superintendent of
Chapel 'Methodist church will . beafternoon, March 23, at 1 p.m., for
Sunday:
The official presentation of Him- ond Sunday.
Youth Division
gin Sunday evening, March 25.
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
the purpose of • cleaning off the
•
-self to the Jewish people as their
Miss Kathleen Patterson, SuperinEvening services will start at 7:30
Braxton B. Sawyer, Pastor
grounds.
Will also let the con9:30 A.M..-Sunday School
HARDIN CHARGE
King, their rejection of Him and,
tendent of Children
o'clock and the morning hour is
Miss Mabel Whiteker, Secretary 10:45
tract for caring for the ground
Henry Smith, Pastor
A.M.-Sermon by Pastor
what was even more solemnly mean11:00
Mrs. G. T. Hicks, Director of Weso'clock,
continuing
through
Phone 75
and interested parties are asked
6:30 P.M.-The Pastor's Sunday ingful. His rejection of the Hebrew
the week.
ley- Foundation and College
to take notice.
nation because of their unbelief- Union Ridge Methodist Church:
Night Bible Class
Choir
All
members
Rey.
L.
,T.
Daniel
are
expected to be
Dewey Ragsdale, S. S. Supt.
*Trustees:
such are the stirring events which
Church School. 10:30 a.m.
7:00eP.M.-Group Meetings
Curtis Hughes, Minister of Music, Ronald Churchill, T. U. Dir.
present for these services. The
J. B. Swann
Preaching, 11:30 a.m.
7:30 P.M.-Sermon by the Pastor face us as we go with our Lord into
•
Four times within the past 2.5 public is invited to
'
and Organist
attend.
Ethel Chaney, Student Secretary
the
last week of His earthly minisElmer Richardson
The Crusade for Christ will be months. the •Elm Grove'. Baptist
Tuesday:
'
W. J. Caplinger, Chairmah of the
MORNING
Lubie Stokes
presented by the Rev. B. 0. Clark church of which the Rey. L. T.
2:00 P.M._.Woman's - Missionary try.
--Board- of Stewards
SUnday School
-9:30 a.m.
St. Leo's Catholic Church
The first event in that sequence at 12:30 p.m.
,Society
Daniel is pastor, has gained southThe Methodist Church is the Morning Worship
10:45 a.m.
lesson
North
Is
the
one
Twelfth
we study In our
Street
Every member is urged to be wide recognition among Southern
of Y.W.A.
700 P.M.-Meeting
•Church of the People" and not
EVENING
for today, namely, the corning of the present.
I TWice Monthly)
Baptists.- An artfele in the April
;he church of the theologians and Training Union
King to Jerusalem.
6:15 p.m.
Services
are held each Sunday
Olive Methodist Church:
Wednesday:
number of "The Sunday School
the dogmatists. Its doors are ever Evening Worship
-7:30 p.m.
I. Preparation and Presentation Church School, 10 a.m.
littikler"-is 'Entitled "From the Is follews:
pen to any who desire to wiar- Prayer Meeting, Wednesday, 7:30 730 PAt-Mid-Week Prayer Ser- (vv. 6, 7). First, third, and fifth Sundays
The Rev. Henry Mullins of First Depths to the Heights in Three
vice
:nip God in spirit and in truth.
at 10 o'clock; second find fourth
p.m..'
The King comes, but even in His Church. Murray, will - bring a
7:30 P_M.-Meeting of Officers
mes- Years". and deals with the phehour of royal triumph He gives to
Sundays at 8 o'clock.
• and Teachers
sage on The Crusade for Christ at nomenal growth of the church.
KIRK SET CIRCUIT
His followers the unexplainable but
3 p.m. Everyone is invited to atThe article calls attention
ELM
CHURCH
GROVE
BAPTIST
Rev. H. P. Blankenship, Pastor
inestimable joy of meeting His need,
In Ballard county, homemakers
tend these services.
the remarkable contrast in the
L. T. Daniel, Pastor
1. "The Disciples Did As Jesus
cured 9,426 pounds of pork and
FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
1941
program
of
the
church
up-to
Sunday
School,
10:00
a.m.
liarAppointed" (v. 6). He had need of
Worship Services:
canned 2,807- quarts during Jon-Then only two .ser- 'dory.
disciples who would do His bidding OAK GROVE BAPTIST CHURCH and '
First Sunday, Kirksey, . at 11:00 din Morris, superintendent.
Sunday services: meeting;
J.
Ii.
month;
no
praya
Thurman,
Pastor
mons
a
hesitation.
How
Morning Worship, 11:00 a.m.
without question or
a in.; Cole's Camp Ground, 3 p.m.
1 Church Scheol_9:45 a.m. W. z.
Ito 'Training Union; no Vacation
Training Union, 7-:00 pm-,
precious is such obedience! Let us
-and Mt. Hebron at 7-p:M.
Carter. superintendent.
also go and do what He commands. 'Sunday School. 10:0la am. Jam -s Bible schools-a-only six -cliieseis .in.
Roberts, director.
Second Sunday: C-oldwater.
- - Morning Worship - 10:55 a.m.
Sunday School. Nokia With .a pasHe needed the colt and the ass. H. Foster, simerintendent
Evening Worship, 8:00. p.m.
11:00 a.m. and Mt. Carmel at 7:00
Jack Russell,
w'ell-knowee state
- Preaching by the paator Second tor on the field, the _church hiss
Mid week prayer _service it 7;30- worker
p.m.
' sloth Christian'einfrchel How simple and lowly was that need,
and yet how glorious that man tViik ind- Fourth Sundays at 11:00 a'in. "pre'aching' tWite---enah- Sunday, a
-- Third- Sunday: 't[t._.liebroln, at .1"71. Wednesday.
--ensiet an-noshes lite offices at the cis- ready to meet itl
-tufty glialeet Training-Union,
}needling and Bustriess Meet
W.M.U. meets each second' Ad •
11:00 a.m. and Kirksey at 7 P.m:
ciple Center hares will fill the putGod's plans are worked out in the Saturday before Second Sundays interesting mid-week prayer meetY.
Fourth Sunday: Mt. Carmel at rourcn
pit at this hour. Special music little things as well as the great. at 3-..00 p.m.
ing, a lice. Vacation Bible school,
R.A.. GA., and Y.W.A. meet
11:00 a in.; Cole's Camp Ground,
will be under the direction of Prophecy was being fulfilled here
"As new born babes desire :the a good Woman's Missionary Union,
Wednesday
night.
3 p.m.; and Coldwater- at 7 Pm.
Prof. Merle Kesler,
- Mrs. (see v. 5) by a little thing. Is God Sincere milk of the 'word- that they and a Standard Sunday scatootawitti.Fifth
Sunday:
Cole's Camp
waiting to carry out some great pur- may grow thereby" 41 Pet. 2:21..
Frances Johnson, organist.
12 classes,"
Ground at infanta
_youth- Fellowship_6:30 p.m. A pose through some little thing which
HAZEL BAPTIST CHURCH
The pastor states that the on"Man shall not live by bread
H. le, reactant pastor
jarograria. et- Leaden:4Sn --Seining- you are withholding from Himt Wlay airtarmarisreyery -wad Ad God" usual -artpeth of, the church' began
MURRAY"
longer?
hinder
Him
any
and study. Mrs.' John W.- Reaves,
when- they -graded the Sund
olidk 4:44.'
C. A. Riggs, Pastor
2. "And He Sat Thereon" (v. 7).
of, Student
Work, in
Sunday School 10:00 a.m. each Director
tome and feed your soul on the Servant, installed the Six Point ReThough
with
the
He
did
not
come
charge.
cord System, and began an intense
word of God
First Sunday-Goshen. 11 a.m.; Sunday. Sunday School Superin•
pomp and trappings of an earthly
tendent, Paul Dailey.
training' and Bible study program,
Lynn Grove
p.m.
potentate, the King of Glory came
SALEM BAPTIST CHURCH
Morning Worship at 11 a.m. on
includitig personal •evangelism in
Second Sunday-Martins Chapel
to His people to offer them for the
L. V. Henson, Pastor
HARDIN METHODIST CHURCH
,n'snin4 alind fourth Sundays _each
senvot,.
11 ACM.; Now Hope 3 p.m.•
last time the opportunity to receive
Henry Smith. Pastor
Bible doctrines are prominent
Third Sunda -Lynn Grove 11 a.m. month.
Him.
arse
twice
Preaching
each
month,
on
secalt
Evening Service at 7:45 on
the teachings.
Goehen 3 p.m.
_ He asks you to yield your life' to
first and third Sundays, at - 11:03 His kingship. What will your answer
Church.School, 10 a.m.
each year doctrine's are, preses,
Fourth Sunday_Sulpher Springs ond and fourth.Sundays.
a.m.
Preaching.
11
a.m.
and
7:30
ism:
Training Unions each Sunday at
in •a training school.
be? 9:45 a.m.:- New Hope 11:00 a.m.;
Sunday School every Sunday at
Evangelism is proinoted in the
p.m. Layman White, director.
II. Acceptance and Rejection (vv. .b• Rev. John Vieir.
Martins Chapel 3 p.m.
,
10:00
a.m.
L.
D.
Miller,
superinEvery
one
is
urged
to
come
out
8-11, 15, 16).
same way. Pastor and people parW.M.U. meets on Wednesday
Fifth Sunday
Springs
1. "The Multitude . . . Cried . . to near 'these' outstanding msn ticipate.
Vacation' Bibs
The
follovetnte second and fourth Sun- tendent.
11 a.m.
Hosanna" (vv. 8-11). The fact that preach cm The Crusade For Christ. School has been a fine mean-.
before the week was over some of
Dexter--2:30 p.m., Rev. Hear)
,
" winning the children to Christ.
the same voices cried, "Crucify Mullins. from the First Methodist
The Pastor givesnabe mein to
him!" should not obscure the fact ChnrCtr-t* Murray.
Southt Fourth Street
his penaffe. -Of the leaders in an
Telephone 249-.1
"."IIIMPFRITRI-P-Mrm"..1kR.!""
that there were childlike believers
departments of the church he says:
(v. 16) who really had faith in
HARDIN BAPTIST CHURCH
Christ.
T. G. Shelton, Pastor
There is something inspiring about
that picture of enthusiasm and devotion. Real faith In Christ ought
Sunday School 10 a.m., Homer
,A4
to result in a fervor of spirit which Lassiter, superintendent,
will stir our hearts and our cities.
Preaching sertice 11 am.
Are we not altogether too dead and
BT.1.J. 6:45 p.m.
formal to much of our worship toPreaching service 7:45 p.m.
day? Do we not need more holy
Special music by the Murray
enthusiasm for Christ and for His Qsartet at the evening service.
Church?
'aY cordial welcome to all.
2. "The Chief Priests and Scribes
Were Sore Displeased" (vv. 15.
16). Small wonder, for not only had
ALMO CIRCUIT
the children put them to, open
L. R. Putnam, Pastor
shame by recognizing the Christ
vi•hom they had ignored, but He had Worship Services:
also ruined their polite religious
First Sunday-Terimle Hill. Sunatpon
"racket" which produced for them
of sins and salvation are conditioned
neediest man n. unable to merit salvation. as
day Sehoo1.10:00 o'clock each Sunhe
"Though
such
a
lovely
profit.
declares:
Paul
OBEDIENCE.
that
thought
day; church services Mee -and- In'.'
everyone should limns', some have
Mark this-when anyone Is diswere a son.' yet learned he OBEDIENCE by the
dependence 2:45,
it is not necessarv to tibe, God to PlijOY ills
pleased
with
Jesus
or
with
His
chilpermade
things settle') he suffered: and being
Second Sunday-Russells Chapel.
blesaIngs here and hereafter. Often on hear
dren or with His work on earth, yjau
fect he became the author of eternal (salvation
can be sure that there is a reason, Sunday School 230 p.m. each Sun•omeone say -That is just a command," as
Heb.
unto all THEM THAT OBE's'
and not a holy, upright or good rea- day: church services, 11:00 a.m.
though commands may he obeyed or not at the
Third Sunday-Brooks Chapel.
9p. And again. "God be thanked that ye
son either!
does
5:13.
Why
individual.
the
of
good pleasure
Sunday School 10:15 each Sunday;
YE HAVE
but
sin,
servants
of
the
III.
Judgment
were
and
Companion
very
'be
a
would
Ged giye commands! His
church services 11 a.m.
(vv. 12-14)..
OBEYED from the heart that for of doctrine
lax government if obedience to His commands
Fourth
Sunday-Temple Hill.
What
a
remarkable
picture!
In,
made
THEN
Being
which vas delivered !, ou.
Church services 11:00 iins. Bethel'
urre not demanded. As 1 search through the
the
midst
of
flaming
judgment
and,
tree from sin se became the servants of rightBible I am msde to wonder froni is hem e came
destruction we find His loving corn.' ---Sunday School 11:00 each Suneousness." (Rom. 6:17. lei. Paul here says
passion upon the blind and the lathe., day, and church services 2:45 p.m.
the'idea that man is not required to obey God's
that it is when we have "obeyed from the
Folk who think that Christ has no.
command's.
His "FOTO FINISH" Is a Full Report On Kentucky Sports
s.
message but love need to look on
heart" that we are made free from sin.
Him as He cleanses the temple. On
Adam and Eve learned early that God's comLet us look at the negative side for a mothe other hand, those who think that
mands are given to BE OBEYED. They DISHe ,has no word but judgment need
ment. In Romans 2:6 we read that judgment
DUCK WEAVER . . . The Louisville Times ace Sports Reporter,
OBEVED God and lost their holy relationship
to behold Him as He stands in the
with Jehovah. When Abraham oas commandwill he rendered every man according to his
is not likely to let you forget the horses, simply because there's a
midst of the overturned tables and
ed to, 'Get thee out of thy country, and from
debris and heals the needy.
deeds. and in the 8th verse vie have these
wartime ban on racing. This superb raconteur of the sport of
this kindred. and from thy father's house, unto
1. "Jesus Cast Out . .. and Overkings
words: "But unto them that are contentious
By
can reminisce indefinitely from his boundless fund of
12:1.
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.doeth evil, of the Jew first and
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